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2ABSTRACT
A recently proposed model for analyzing consumer utilities
for item collections is investigated in this study.
The existence of interaction among various components of a
collection is important for marketing decisions the possibility
of extracting causes even more important.
The model provides procedures for checking whether inter-
action is prevalent. Significant interactions are extracted and
decomposed into two dimensions, which give insight for interpre-
tation.
Interactions were found to be quite significant in the pre-
ference domain of food combinations. Overall, the study shows the
model,although with some limitations, is a useful analytical tool
for marketing research.
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11.0 INTRODUCTION
The study begins with a few daily examples that are cited
to illustrate how unexpectedly a consumer's utilities for items
may change when items are put together for simultaneous use.
The concept of interaction is introduced to help explain this
phenomenon of changing utility in association with item collect-
ions. First, positive and negative interaction are distinguished.
The distinction is followed by another more conceptually important
dichotomy of ordinal and disordinal interaction. The differences
between the two are further pursued along the lines of (i) whether
the apparent interaction (as revealed from raw data) is removeable,
and (ii) whether the net interaction (after the removeable portion
has been subtracted) is representative of the overall utility.
The chapter concludes with an outline of the whole thesis.
1.1 Motivation
In everyday experience, the choice of most of our purchases
is dependent on what items we intend to use together with the
product we buy, as the following common examples illustrate.
Suppose an individual is ordering dinner in a favourite
Chinese restaurant that is famous for salty chicken. The main
dish is the best of its kind served in the vicinity, and a lot
of families living far away from the restaurant have been attr-
acted to come on weekends just for the famous dish. The indivi-
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dual has the very same idea of enjoying a delicious dish of salty
chicken for dinner. He is now deciding to choose a soup to go
along with the main dish. His favourite soup is one that has a
salty taste. However, on this particular occasion, he orders a
soup with a sweet taste instead of his favourite salty one.
On another occasion, a young girl has recently bought a
light green shirt in a boutique. She is now deciding on what
trousers she is going to wear together with the new shirt for a
date with her boyfriend. Her usual favourite colour for trousers
is black. However, she finally decides to put on a pair of white
trousers because she thinks that green and white match better than
green and black.
In a similar situation, a woman who wears spectacles may
choose to wear a pair of colourless glasses in usual circumstances
but prefers to wear light blue glasses when she is wearing a blue
suit.
In an entirely different domain, let us consider a stock
investor who is deciding on his investment portfolio. He is rather
a conservative investor who gives a greater weight to security than
high returns. He will include six stocks in his portfolio and
invest ten thousand, eight thousand, seven thousand, six thousand,
three thousand and two thousand dollars respectively on the six
components of his package. After deciding to invest the four big.
ger amounts in four blue chips stocks, he prefers to include two
other growth stocks which, though bearing a greater risk, have
greater potential yields and capital gains.
3The above common examples are but a few of the many situations
we encounter day to day. The common message is that there are rare
occasions when we deal with only one single product. In reality,
a collection of items is usually involved.
The consideration of item collections is becoming popular.
Consequently, the associated problem of utility measurement of them
deserves much attention.
1.2 Con nl mentarity and Interaction
Before going on to the development of utility measurement of
item collections, let us clarify some of the basic concepts involv-
ed in consumer utilities for item collections.
Positive Complementarity and
Negative plementar itty
Suppose that an individual has the following utility indices
(which are all based on the same unit scale) for the corresponding





He now chooses a drink after four hours of work. He would like to
have a collection of two items for the first of which he is going
to choose between beef soup and coffee, while for the second item,
between sugar and salt. He is then exposed to the four different
combinations and finds that (by whatever way possible) his utilities
for the four combinations are respectively,
4




However, if for each combination, we add the utilities for
the separate items together and assume that the sum represents
the overall utility for the combination, we would have
beef soup+ sugar= 15+ 3= 18
beef s ou-+ salt= 15+ 4= 19
+sugar= 10 +3= 13coffee
+salt =10+4.14coffee
The two sets of utility indices differ not only in the absolute
value (which is by far less important because in reality, we are
usually not capable of realizing the difference at such a level of
sophistication), but also in an ordinal manner. (This difference
in comparison is readily recognized if it exists.)
With the help of such a hypothetical, simple, yet by all
means realistic example, we have shown that additional utility
would be added to or subtracted from the total when items are put
together to form a collection. In other words, when item A is put
together with item B to form the combination AB, the utility for
the collection can be considered to be made up of three parts,
namely,
(i) utility for the single item A
(ii) utility for the single item B
(iii) additional utility as a result of the fact that the two
items may complement each other positively or negatively.
5Or mathematically!
U (AB)= ul (A)+ u2 (B)+ u3 (A,B) #l
where U, ul, u2 and u3 are all real-valued functions representing
the overall and partial utilities.
By calculating backward, we may obtain the following values
for the third part of the overall utility (or the complementarity)
for the various combinations as follows,
u3 (beef soup, sugar)= -9
u3 (beef soup, salt)= +1
u3 (coffee, sugar)= +l0
U3 (coffee, salt)= -6
In the first and fourth cases, we say that there is negative
complementarity since the utility for the sum is less than the sum
of separate utilities. In contrast, in the second and third cases,
we see the case of positive complementarity where the utility for
the sum is greater than the sum of separate utilities.
To highlight the importance of c omplementarity in item col.
lections, Table 1.1 shows a comparison of preference order ranking
between the two cases when there is complementarity and when there
is not. The sugar and coffee combination jump from the lowest
rank to the highest rank as a result of complementarity should be
noted.
Ordinal Versus Disordinal Interaction
Whereas the additional utility brought about by putting items
together is termed complementarity, the more technical equivalent
term for the same concept is interaction. One can further ela-




A COMPARISON OF PREFERENCE RANK ORDER IN A HYPOTHETICAL EXAMPLE
BETWEEN THE TWO CASES WHEN THERE IS COMPLEMENT
ARITY AND WHEN THERE IS NOT
Utility Preference Rank Orders
WithoutCombination Without With With
Complement- Complement- Complement- Complement-
arityar ityar ity arity
20Beef Soup+ Salt 119 2
2Beef Soup+ Sugar 18 9 3
Coffee + Salt 814 3
4Coffee + Sugar) 2313 1
aThe smaller the rank order, the more preferred is the com-
bination.
Figure 1.1 shows a hypothetical case in which an individual
is exposed to various food combinations, each of which is made up
of a main dish and a soup. The vertical axis of Figure 1 denotes
a hypothetical utility scale that displays the person's total uti-
lity for the three by three (i. e. ,nine) main dish-soup food com-
binations. In Panel A. the cross-sectional curves across main
dishes for various soups are exhibited while Panel B displays the
cross-sectional curves across soups for different main dishes.
The following observations are of particular interest and
importance.
1. From either panel, we see that main dish 1 and soup A is the
































Observation 2 and 3 which follow are noted when we restrict
our attention to combinations formed from the original set of three
main dishes and the subset of soups which include only soup A and
soup B.
2. From Panel A. in the case of soup A and soup B. although the
line-segments are not precisely parallel, we see that their
relative utilities, across all three main dish levels always
indicate higher utility for soup A.
3. From Panel B, we see that across soup A and soup B, main dish
1 displays a higher utility index than main dish 2, which, in
turn, has a higher value of utility than main dish 3. Similar
to observation 2, the relevant portions of the line-segments
are not precisely parallel.
Preliminary remark 2
When soup C is included in observation, a new characteristic
of utility function is manifested which gives rise to the following
two points.
4. From Panel A. we observe that when conditioned by main dish 1
or 3, the order of utility rankings of the soups are both in
the sequence of
soup A. soup B, soup C,
with soup A most preferred. On the other hand, if conditioned
by main dish 2, the order of utility rankings of the soups be-
comes
soup C, soup A, soup B.
95. Similar to observation 4 but shown in Panel B, the order of
utility rankings of main dishes changes over soups. When con-
ditioned by soup A or soup B, the order of rankings is
main dish 1, main dish 2, main dish 3,
but changes to a new sequence of
main dish 2, main dish 1, main dish 3,
when conditioned by soup C.
The described observations give an example for the explana-
tion of ordinal and dis or dinal interaction. In situations similar
to observation 2, in which the utility for variations in a compo-
nent (in the hypothetical example, soup) preserve their rank order
over variations in another component (in the example, main dish),
we say that the first component set (in the example, the subset1
soup A, soup B}) is ordinally independent of the second compo-
nent set (in the example, the set f main dish 1, main dish 2, main
dish 3}) in terms of utility.
In the same manner, we conclude from observation 3 that the
set{ main dish 1, main dish 2, main dish 3} is ordinally inde-
pendent of the subset f soup A, soup B }in terms of utility. Or,
in summary of the statements, we may say that the set of main dishes
and the subset of soups are mutually ordinally independent in terms
of utility. If such is the case, interaction if present will be
ordinal.
In contrast to the above, observations 4 and 5 suggest an
entirely different situation in which the ranking of utilities for
1The description subset is attached because we are exclud-
ing soup C in the discussion.
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various main dishes changes over different soups. In such a case,
we say that disordinal interaction exists between the set of main
dishes and the sett of soups.
Implications of Ordinal and
Disordinal Interaction
As pointed out by Green and Devita in a paper written in
1974 (2), in the case of ordinal interaction, there exists a pos-
sibility that the interaction is but a result of the fact that the
individual, when asked to expressed his preferences for various
experimental stimuli (which are item collections), does not use a
uniform utility scale in his many evaluations e In such a situation,
the apparent interaction suggested by the original response data
may be removeable by a monotonic rescaling of the data.
Figure 1.2 shows a hypothetical case where an individual
is confronted by the six two-component combinations made up from
two soups and three main dishes. The six small crosses show the
positions of the actual utility indices of the six different com-
binations whereas the small circles indicate the expressed utility
indices of the combinations. When the expressed utility deviates
from the actual utility for a certain combination, it is assumed
to be the result of a shift to a new utility scale which the indi-
vidual has unconsciously made while making the evaluation on the
particular combinations. One such combination consists of main
dish 2 and soup A while the other main dish 2 and soup B. As a
result of this, utility curves conditioned by soup A and soup B
1The description set is used at this point of the discuss-
ion because soup C is no longer excluded.
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Figure 1.2-- Hpothetical utility functions of an individual
for main dish-soup food combinations
Utility
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shift to new positions represented by the dashed lines instead of
the original positions as represented by the solid lines. While
the solid line-segments of the two conditional utility curves are
originally parallel, the experimental results deviates much from
the actual.
These geometric configurations convey a message of basic
importance. When interaction is absent, the line-segments are
perfectly parallel.
To establish this, we prove the statement in the context of
the specific example instead of making a formal proof in the gene-
ral case, which should be but an easy extension of the following.
The utility f or the combination made up of soup A and main
dish j (j = 1, 2, 3) is
#2U (Aj)= u1 (A)+ u2 (j)1
while the corresponding value for the combination soup B and main
dish j (j = 1, 2 1 3) is
#3U (Bj)= ul (B) + uz (j)
The difference of the two values, for the same j, is
which is independent of j. So the distance between the two line-
segments is constant, which means that the line-segments are par-
allel.
Now that the equivalence of parallelism of the relevant line-
segments and absence of interaction within item collections has
been established, let us go into more detail about what is possibly
Compare this with #1 on page 5, which includes the inter-
active part of utility.
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implied by the fact that non-uniform utility scales have been used
during the evaluation of various combinations.
Under the assumption that interaction is absent, the solid
line-segments in Figure 1.2, which are two utility curves for
various combinations conditioned by soup A and soup B respectively,
are perfectly parallel. As a result of the fact that non-uniform
utility scales have been used during the whole evaluation, dashed
line-segments take the place of the solid ones as recognized facts.
Consequently, interaction is observed to be significant, as suggest-
ed by the non-parallelism of the dashed line-segments. Thus we may
have created some pseudo interactions by neglecting to keep the
utility scale uniformly the same for all evaluations. In the light of
this, one has to be careful about the possibility and hence has to
take the view that ordinal interactions may be scale-dependent
(2,p.5).
In recognition of this, one naturally comes to the question
whether the ordinal interactions observed can be removed by rescal-
ing the preference data.
Before making any attempt to solve it, let us first realize
how unavoidable the problem is. Consumers are seldom able to ex-
press their utilities for combinations of items in interval-scaled
numerical form, although they are usually able to state whether
they prefer one combination to another. So such data is only re-
liable at a rank order level that is, the data obtained is fre-
quently ordinally scaled. This ordinal scaling explains exactly
how interactions are often magnified or even created.
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Fortunately, this ordinal scaling also provides the way to
solve the problem. Since the obtained data is only reliable up
to a rank order level, we are left with every opportunity to re-
scale the preference judgements as long as the original rank order
is not violated. As a result of the restriction to keep the origi-
nal rank order, such rescalings are termed monotonic transformations.
The possibility of rendering at least a portion of the data
additive through a monotonic resealing of the response is funda-
mental to the present model under investigation. (2, p. 3). We
only make a note here, referring to this fundamental characteristic
in more detail in Division 2.2.
On the other hand, disordinal interactions can never be re-
moved entirely by monotonic rescaling. Nevertheless, their dimen-
sion can still be reduced by the technique.
By definition, disordinal interactions between the components
of a two-item combination upset the utility rank order of collect-
ions over variations in a certain component. This definition imp-
lies that the interaction involved is sizeable. The natural ques-
tion that follows is whether the overall utilities are representable
by these interactions. Like the possibility of rendering at least
a portion of the data additive through a monotonic rescaling of
the response, the potentiality of representation of the overall
utilities by unremoveable interactions is again fundamental to the
present model under investigation. As in the case of the other
fundamental feature, more details are said in Division 2.4.
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1.3 Summary of the Present Research
The problems inherent to item collection have attracted many
researchers in marketing. In particular, since 1971 (Green and
Rao), some researchers (Johnson, 1974 Westwood, Lunn and Beazley,
1974 Green and Wind, 1973) have been applying the methodology of
conjoint measurement to this class of problem (3, p. 1), While
these methods are mainly concerned with non-interactive situations,
Green and Devita proposed a complementarity model of consumer uti-
lity for item collections in 1974 which adapted some of the statis-
tical contributions by Gollob and others (2, p. 1 8, 12, 14).
They also conducted a pilot test to illustrate the basic characte--
ristics of the model.
The results of the test were quite encouraging for a new
model on one hand but on the other rather limited for developing
the new idea. Subsequently, the present research was launched
with the aim of understanding better the degree of applicability
of the model to utility measurement for item collections.
The various models available for utility measurement for item
collections are explained in Chapter 2.0, where the focus is on the
complementarity model which is under investigation in the present
research. The hypotheses of the research are also stated in Chap-
ter 2.0 while the methodology of the empirical study is presented
in Chapter 3.0. Chapter 4.0 follows with the results of the empiri-
cal study, as well as the analysis. The last chapter centers on the
conclusions of the research with a follow-up discussion of the model
and the limitations of the research.
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2.O MODELS OF CONSUMER UTILITIES
FOR ITEM COLLECTIONS
Models of consumer utilities for item collections that have
been developed to date fall into two categories: the interactive
type and the non-interactive. The distinction between the two
categories is whether or not interactions are presumed to be pre-
valent.
In Division 2.1, two non-interactive models are introduced
-- namely, the additive and the multiplicative model. The relation
between the two as well as their different emphases are carefully
explained.
Essentially, the material in Division 2.1 serves as a basis
to build up the present Complementarity Model. Division 2.2 ex-
plains how the additive and multiplicative non-interactive models
hybridize to form the Complementarity Model. The principle and
procedure involved in the model are presented in detail.
A pilot test was carried out in Pennsylvania when the model
was proposed. The basic characteristics revealed in the test are
quoted in Division 2.3 which paves the way for setting up hypotheses
for the present study.
Six hypotheses are set up for this research. They are ex-
plained in Division 2.4
17
2.1 Non-interactive Models: the Additive
and the Multiplicative
The measurement of consumers utilities for item collection
has intrigued many researchers in marketing. To date, application
of various measurement techniques has emphasized non-interactive
models of either an additive or multiplicative nature" (3, p. 1).
That is, in the general case, the total utility for an item
collection, whidh can be described as an n-component vector 1
#4




where we are assuming that
(i) there are n items, each of which embraces a number of alter-
natives
(ii) each item= 1, 2,......, n can be viewed as nominal-scaled
and
(iii) each uj is a real-valued function that represents the utility
index of the alternative xj of item 3.
It is enlightening to note that if all utility values uj are
1 Much of the following presentation follows the notation of
Green and Devita (3).
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positive, the expressions #5 and #6 are formally equivalent since
an order-preserving (more specifically, a logarithmic) transforma-
tion of #6 will make it equivalent to #5 (3, p• 2)
Geometric (Graphical) Illustration
of the Two Models
While the graphical illustrations used so far, (Figure 1.1
and Figure 1.2) are based on an additive nature, geometric illus-
trations of multiplicative models have a different emphasis.
Figure 2.1 shows a comparison of the graphical illustractions
based on the two different models. For the sake of uniformity,
explanations are made in the context of preference measurement for
main dish-soup combinations.
The upper panel shows an illustration emphasizing the degree
of additivity of the two items, soup and main dish. The numbers
marked at various points in the diagram indicate the corresponding
utility values of the combinations. The same set of numbers are
found in the lower panel which illustrates the multiplicative model.
The inclusion of these numbers would probably facilitate comparison.
In this hypothetical example, additivity is not perfect as reflected
by the departure of parallelism of the line-segments which represent
respectively utility functions of main dish-soup combinations condi-
tioned by main dish 1 and main dish 2. Soj with such a representa-
tion one can see how additive the component items of the combination
are.
The lower panel shows the counterpart illustraction based on.a
multiplicative model. In the representation, each item (soup or
main dish) is pictured as a vector in the common space. As a result,
19
Figure 2.1-- A hypothetical graphical illustration of the
additive and multiplicative models for preference measurement for
item collections
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the multiplicative model is often called a vector model. In our
example, the common space contains two axes which represent the
two dimensions each of which singly explains the greatest and se-
cond greatest percentage of variance of the original data. For
the purpose of illustration, let us assume that the relative posi-
tions of the vectors suggest that the first dimension is the amount
of calories while the second is the serving temperature of the food.
In such a vector model, the consumer's utility for a main
dish-soup combination is given by a multiplicative relationship,
specifically by the scalar product of any specific soup vector
with any specific main dish vector. When the length of the main
dish vectors is adjusted to unit length, the utility of each com-
bination is then given by merely dropping a perpendicular from the
terminus of each soup vector to the main dish vector of interest.
In panel B, six perpendiculars have been dropped from the
termini of the three soup vectors onto the two main dish vectors.
At the foot of each perpendicular, a number is indicated which
shows the utility value for the corresponding combination.
Different from the former illustration, the geometric con-
figurations in the vector model do not tell whether or not the
component items are additive but they show rather the relative
positions of the items in the two dimensions and thus hint on the
potential causes for interaction. From a more substantive point
of view, the additive model places no restrictions on the commona-
lity of dimensions across components of the combination, such as
soups and main dishes in our example (2, p. 6). Hence, the uni-
queness, in terms of dimensions, of any main dish or any soup
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is preserved since the additive nature of the utilities involves
merely adding scale values across the two separate unidimensional
utility scales, one for main dishes and the other for soups (29
p. 6).
In contrast, the vector model emphasizes commonalities be-
tween the two components. An advantage follows immediately as a
result of such an emphasis. In many preference measurement pro-
blems involving item collections, it could be argued that the items
are characterized by dimensions of complementarity. (2, p. 6).
Let us still take the case of soups and main dishes for discussion.
Soups can be characterized by many dimensions- concentration,
sweetness, the amount of calories, serving temperature, and the
like. Of the many possible dimensions of interest, we could as-
sume that some subsets of these dimensions characterize the com-
plementarity of soups with main dishes (2, p. 6). Hence the model
is particularly good as a basis for further extension to the case
of item collection involving interaction.
2.2 The Proposed Complementarity Model- a Hybridization
of the Additive and Vector Models
In a paper written in 1974 by Paul E. Green and Michael T.
Devita, the authors referenced the application of the two popular
models- the additive and the vector model- to measurement of
consumer utilities and made a proposed model which is in fact a
hybrid combination of the two (2).
Suppose we are to analyze a consumer's preferences for vari-
ous main dish-soup combinations. We could first fit an additive
22
model in order to see if a representation similar in structure to
the upper panel of Figure 2.1 would be obtained.
Suppose that such is not the case that is, all line -Beg-_
ments are not parallel. We accept that interaction is significant
and compute residuals by subtracting the additive main effects.
These residuals represent the interactive component. We would
then analyze the interactive component by some type of vector
model, as illustrated in the lower panel of Figure 2.1. In effect,
this is the structural character of the proposed model (3, p. 6).
Through the application of a vector model, the second stage
of the procedures offers a good understanding of the complementarity
involved in the collection. As elained above, the complementarity
dimensions are extracted by the vector modell. As each main dish is
represented as a vector in the resulting complementarity space, the
components of this vector in fact weight the complementarity dimen-
sions so that point projections (representing soup) onto the main
dish vectors provide estimates of the interaction numbers (2, p. 6).
Furthermore, the relationship between vectors of a single set
(main dishes or soups) is of interest. In the type of vector model
to be employed, the cosine of the angle separating a pair of unit
length vectors denotes their correlations As a result, two main
dishes that exhibit nearly the same interaction pattern will show
small angular separation (2, P. 7)•
To implement the model in empirical studies, the researcher
1The extraction is done by choosing the specified number of
dimensions that individually explain the greatest percentages of
variance of the input data.
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starts with a set of ranked preferences for, say, various main
dish-soup combinations. The additive model is implemented via
additive conjoint measurement, specifically via the MONANOVA model
which is explained in the next subdivision. This algorithm pro-
vides the desired monotonic resealing and the additive utility
estimates. If the interactions are still significant, residuals
are extracted by subtracting the additive main effects out of the
monotonically resealed preference data (3, p. 8). These residuals
are then submitted to the vector model- specifically MDPREF which
is explained on pages 30- 32.
THE MONANOVA Model and Hays'
Omega Squared
The popular technique of analysis of variance, ANOVA, is by
no means a new development in the domain of multivariate analysis.
The monotonic analysis of variance, MONANOVA, is an extension of
the more basic ANOVA model.
In many marketing research problems involving attitudinal
response variables, researchers are often convinced that respon-
dents can only respond to the attitudinal stimuli at a ranked
order level. If the experiment involves a few more factor vari-
ablest and if one of the basic problems of the experiment is to
find out whether or not there is interaction among the factor
variables which has a significant effect on the response variable,
the researcher will naturally employ the technique of the analysis
of variance. The response variable however is based on a subjec-
In brief, factor variables can be explained as those vari-
ables that affect the attitudinal response variable.
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tive rating scale, which is in most cases reliable only at the
rank order level. This degree of reliability suggests that the
response variable can be suspect in applications involving tradi-
tional ANOVA procedures which consist of calculations of ratios
and corresponding significance tests (5, p. 410).
More explicitly, we are confronted by the question of whether
or not interaction found reflects how the subject is using the res-
ponse scale rather than anything more basic. As a result, we are
ready to extend the traditional ANOVA procedures to include a mono-
tonic transformation of the original responses which purpose is to
minimize interaction (in other words, to maximize additivity) before
any further analysis on the variance of the data.
Such is the essential idea of the MONANOVA model. From a
technical point of view, the model attempts to find a general mono-
tonic function that renders the original data additive in the sense
of minimizing a well-defined badness of fit measure (5, p. 413)•
To give an example, let us go to a sample experiment in the
domain of preference for food combinations. Suppose in this example
we have two factor variables, main dish and soup, which are
the components of the food combinations. For the first factor


















For each of the forty-five possible combinations, we ask the
respondent to indicate his preference. According to the model,
we first transform this responde variable based on some criteria,
The transformed data is then submitted to the traditional ANOVA
procedures which are primarily aimed at identifying the importance
of each factor variable and interaction.
To give a hint about the procedures involved, we first de-
fine a general dummy predictor matrix G, of dimension i x j where
i is the number of stimuli, and
j is the total number of factor levels.
In our example, i is 5 x 9 = 45, while j is 5 + 9 = 14.
The general entry Gijdenotes the dummy variable value of the ith
stimulus on the jth factor level. As shown in Figure 2.2, the
first now is responsible for the combination of main dish 1 and
soup A. So, all entries take the value zero except those two in
the first column (which represents main dish l)and - sixth column
(which'represents soup A). Similarly, we have
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Figure 2.2-- A general dummy predictor matrix of dimension
45 x 14.
COLUMN 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13 14
1 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
1 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
1 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 01
lst block 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 01
1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 01
1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 0
1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1
G
0 0 0 0 1 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 1 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 1 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 0
5th block 0 0 0 0 l 0 0 0 0 l 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 0
0 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 0
0 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1
=
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two one's in row two, at column one and seven respectively, show-
ing that the whole row is responsible for the combination of main
dish 1 and soup B. While the first nine rows of the matrix, con-
stituting the first block, are responsible for each of the nine
combinations formed by main dish 1 and any of the soups, the last
nine rows of the matrix, constituting the fifth block, are re-
sponsible for combinations composed of main dish 5 and any of the
nine soups.
After the definition of such a matrix, we are ready to pro-
ceed to find out the suitable transformation. We now assume two
things, the first one being any one of the many possible monotonic
transformations
#7Zi=f (Yi)
of the original responses Yi (i= l......, 1+5). Our second as-
Gumption is a set of parameter values
#8P= (pl p2...... pm)
This set of parameter values, which represent the contributions
by the corresponding factor levels to the response variable, brings
with it the following predicted values of transformed data in the
ideal case of perfect additivity,
#9
Comparing these predicted values (based on the parameters assumed)
and the corresponding values given by the transformation under
consideration wew define a coefficient which indicates a badness
of fit neasure. Thhis coeddicient is called"stress" by Kruskal
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who defines it as
1/2
#10
where z (p) is the mean of the predicted values while zi (p) and
other items are as defined before (5, p. 413).
One of the algorithms of the model, which was developed by
Kruskal (11) and which is adopted here, minimizes S, subject to
the constraint that Yi> Y'i implies that Zi> Z'i. It finds the
--
parameter values p, the values of the additive model zi (p) (i.e.
the predicted values) and the best-fitting monotonic function Zi.
Another addition to the traditional ANOVA procedures which
is included here is the development of an index by Hays (9), who
called it Omega Squared. The idea is motivated when one notices
that most users of ANOVA-type designs emphasize the process of
conducting significance tests (using appropriate F=ratios), The
index was developed to supplement the reporting of statistically
significant treatment effects with descriptive measures of how
much variance in the response variable is accounted for by varia-
tion in each treatment or treatment combination (5, p. 410). The
idea may be considered as being borrowed from multiple regression
studies in which one often describes the relative contribution
that each predictor variable makes to total accounted for variance.
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In a way, the Hays' Omega Squared index may be taken as the couter-
part descriptive measure of how important each factor or interaction
is in accounting for response variation (5, p. 412).
In the case of a two-way analysis of variance, the index for
a factor takes the form (5, p. 412)
SS among- (d. f. among X MS within)
SS total + MS within
where: (i) SS among denotes the sum of squares among treatments
of that particular factor,
(ii) d.f. among denotes the degree of freedom among treat-
ments of that particular factor,
(iii) MS within denotes the mean squares within treatments,
and lastly,
(iv) SS total denotes the total sum of squares.
TABLE 2 .1
A HYPOTHETICAL EXAMPLE ILLUSTRATING THE CALCULATION
OF HAYS' OMEGA SQUARED INDEX
Two-way ANOVA Table of Response of an Individual
W2FMeanDegree ofSource Sum of
ValueSquaresSquares Freedom
20100 .43400Main Dish (M)
8408 .32Soup (s) 320




To illustrate, consider the hypothetical data given in Table
2.1, which can be assumed to be the results obtained from the ex-
periment of preferences for main dish-soup combinations.
For factor main dish (M),
while for factor soup (S),
The interpretation of W 2 is straightforward. We can say
that 43% of the variance in the respomse variable is accounted for
by knowledge of the levels of the main dish factor 32% is account-
ed for by knowledge of the levels of soups. Total accounted for
variation is the sum of these separate contributions, which is
75% in the example.
The MDPREF Procedures
The computer-programmed procedures were developed by Joh Tie
Chang and J. Douglas Carroll for multidimensional analysis of pre-
ference data (10). Referring to the example developed earlier on
page 24, which involves an experiment designed to study the pre-
ferences for main dish-soup combinations, we have a score matrix,
M. The general entry of the matrix, M ij denotes the rank order on
the respondent's preference scale of the stimlus made up by a com-
bination of the ith level of main dish and the jth level of soup.
The MDPREF procedure will then yield the best configuration of soup
points and main dish vectors such that the projections of the soup
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points on each of the main dish vectors correspond as much as pos-
sible to the order of preferences expressed by the respondent. More
precisely, the program searches for a matrix of projections (whose
entries denote the corresponding projections of soap points on main
dish vectors) which is as close as possible to the original score
matrix in the sense of smallest sum of squares (1, p. 2).
From a more technical point of view, we express toe origina.i.
score matrix in a formulation of triple product, namely,
M A X E X C
(i xr) (rxr) (rx j)
where: (i) r is the rank of M
( ll i is the number of levels of the first factor (main
dish in the example),
(iii) is the number of levels of the second factor (soup
in the example),
(iv) A is a i x r orthonormal matrix,
(v) E is a r x r diagonal matrix with ordered elements
of eigenvalues, and lastly,
vi) C is a r x j orthogonal matrix of a nature similar
to the transponse of A.
Without going into the technical details, equation ##11 shows
the standard singular-value decomposition of an arbitrary rectan-
gular matrix such as M (2, p. 22 lo). From a more pragmatic
point of view, we can treat the score matrix as one that can be
factored by, say, principal components into the product of a factor
loading matrix and a factor score matrix (2, p. 22). By this, we
absorb the diagonal matrix E into one of the orthonormals by setting
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#12B= E X C
so that the matrix product takes the new form of
13S= A X B
Here the vectors of A are of unit length, as is always the case
for an orthonormal matrix. The matrix B, in turn, reflects the
relative potencies of the dimensions (2, p. 24). The entries
of A and B are plotted-as vectors and points in a diagram. Thus
estimates of S in equation #6 will readily be given by the project-
ion of the entries of B onto the unit-length vectors of A.
2.3 A Pilot Study of the Model
To understand the basic characteristics of the model, a
small pilot test was initiated in Pennsylvania (2, p.. 8) involving
thirty Wharton MBA students. Each of the students was presented
with 45 combinations of 5 entrees and 9 desserts. Each respondent
was asked to evaluate each combination on a nine-point personal
preference scale as a menu for dinner in that evening. In this
way, basic characteristics of the model were investigated in the
preference domain of entree-dessert combinations.
The research questions were (2, p. 9):
1. How many respondents evince non-additive utility models after
transformation of the response variable is undertaken?
2. How important, descriptively, is the entree-dessert interaction
in accounting for response variance in each subject's monotoni-
cally transformed utility values?
3. For those subjects who exhibit non-additivity after monotonic
transformation, what is the nature of the space obtained by
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application of the Complementarity Model?
A summary of the results of the pilot study indicated four
findings of interest (2, pp. 12, 13):
1. Contrary to expectation, most respondents do not exhibit high-
ly interactive utilities with regard to the stimulus set em-
ployed.
2. Of the few subjects who do, the relative magnitude of their
interactions is still small at the group level.
3. The model appears to do a good job in portraying the comple-
mentaries involved.
4. The dimensions of the complementarity space (the vector space
showing the interactions) are helpful from an interpretative
point of view.
While the findings of the pilot test by no means indicate a
low predictive or explanatory power of the model in understanding
consumer utilities involving interaction, they did not convincingly
show that the model is a useful addition to current approaahes in
dealing with complementarity problems. In fact, whether the model
holds to a sufficient degree of approximation may vary over various
preference domains.
2.4 Follow-up Study and the Hypotheses
In view of the potential practicability of the model and its
immature development to date, a follow-up investigation of the
model is most timely. Most of the work involved in the empirical
study of this project parallels the former pilot test which was
carried out in Pennsylvania. Although the preference domains of
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the pilot study and the present investigation are of a similar
nature1, the culture of the respondents is very different, which
fact is expected to have considerable impact on the results2.
Moreover, extensions were made, especially those related to the
predictive power of the model.
Hypotheses
The major hypotheses of this project are as follows:
Hypothesis 1
Is the additive model sufficient to explain the preference
choices of the forty-five main dish-soup combinations for
the Chinese respondents under study?
One of the main findings of the pilot test was that only
twelve out of twenty-seven respondents evinced non-additive uti-
lity models after monotonic transformation of the response vari-
able was taken into consideration. For the sake of comparison,
it is of interest to know the counterpart results in this survey.
In other words, we would like to know the differences brought about
by a new combination of stimuli, locality, culture and respondents.
Hypothesis 2
How important, descriptively, is the main dish-soup inter-
action in accounting for response variance in the subjects'
monotonically transformed utility values at the group level?
Following the same line of argument as in the previous hypo-
1In the former survey, stimuli were entree-dessert combina-
tions while in the present one, main dish-soup combinations were
chosen.
2Chinese are very fond of eating. This may lead to complex
food-selection procedure, i.e. non-additive model.
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thesis, we want to supplement our information about the prevalence
of interactions among the respondents. This will be done by com-
puting the portion of response variance that can be explained by
interactions. These questions have to be answered before going
on with the investigation of the model, since the lack of inter-
action may imply that the model will not be generally necessary.
The additive conjoint measuremaht technique (7) will suffice in
such cases.
Hypothesis 3
Do subjects who evince high interaction differ in systema-
tic ways, in terms of attitudinal and demographic. data pro-
files, from those who evince low interaction in the context
of the study?
Motivated by the result that highly interactive utilities
did not occur in the pilot run, we would like to find out more
about interaction. What kind of people exhibit high interaction?
What characteristics do these people possess? Are these characte-
ristics related to their activities, interests and openions?
Hypothesis 4
For those who evince interaction, how does the complement-
arity space compare with the preference space obtained dir-
ectly from order rankings of soups conditioned by main dishes?
As explained in Division 1.2, when interaction is sizeable,
it is likely that the interactive portion would override the main
effects. How closely does the complementarity space (obtained
from the interaction numbers) approximate the overall preference
space (as obtained from order rankings of soups conditioned by
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main dishes)? This question challenges the predictive ability of
the model.
Hypothesis 5
How is the correlation between the complementarity space and
the overall preference space related to attitudinal and demo-
graphic data profile for the respondent?
The questions proposed by Hypothesis 4 are at this stage ex-
tended to a scrutiny of attitudinal, demographic and socio-economic
characteristics of the respondents for the former's effect on the
correlation of the two spaces mentioned above.
Hypothesis 6
For those who evince high correlation of the complementarity
space and the overall preference space, can the model be used,
assuming the old complementarity space and some additional
information to predict interaction numbers involving new
main dishes?
If we are interested in consumers' utilities for combinations
involving new main dishes, it would be parsimonious if the old com-
plementarity space can be combined with some simple, easily avail-
able additional information to predict interactions involving the
new main dishes. More precisely, we would collect information
about the respondents' utilities for food combinations conditioned
by the new main dishes as well as the old main dishes. The infor-
mation involving the new main.dishes will be combined with the old
complementarity space to generate a new complementarity space. This
new space will be compared to the overall preference space generated
directly from the conditional preferences involving all main dishes
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(old and new). We shall investigate whether the procedures yield
promising results, specifically for those respondents who have
shown a high correlation of the complementarity and overall pre-
ference spaces when only the old main dishes are involved.
2.5 Summary of the Chapter
From the outset of the discussion of non-interactive models,
we have developed the framework of the interactive Complementarity
Model, in the way as suggested by Green and Devita.
In summary, the first step involves a monotonic transformation
of raw preference data to fit the additive model. The next step
will depend on whether the transformed data is found to be additive
or not. In case the additive model is insufficient, interactions
are extracted according to the popular Linear Model in statistical
theory. The third step involves the decomposition of the inter-
actions by the multiplicative model.
As a follow-up study of the pilot test, the present research
is aimed at exploring more characteristics of the model. Hypotheses
have been set up to see if the additive model is sufficient to deal
with preference measurement in the empirical experiment. In addi-
tion, the interactions extracted will be tested to see if they close-
ly approximate the overall preferences for the combinations. Along
both lines of investigation, results will be examined to find if
AIO variables have any influence.
In Chapter 3.0 the methodology of the research is presented,
explaining how the data was collected and analyzed to answer the
hypotheses set up above.
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3.0 METHODOLOGY OF RESEARCH
The empirical study was initiated in early October 1974 and
involved a sample of seventy-eight respondents who were mainly
asked to express their preference rankings of a number of food
combinations chosen for the experiment. Details about the sample
of respondents, questionnaire design, and types of analysis are
given below.
3.1 Sample of Respondents
The basic purpose of the empirical study is to investigate
the fundamental characteristics of the model and hence to evaluate
its potential application in marketing research. No attempt has
been made to study e_kactly how the model fits in a particular
population the sample of respondents was chosen only to include
as many classes of people as convenient, without bothering about
the statistical representation of the sample. As a result, seven-
ty-eight respondents were included. Detailed breakdowns of the
respondents by occupation, place of origin, educational level, age
and sex are given in Tables 3.1 through 3.5 respectively.
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Table 3.1
A BREAKDOWN OF RESPONDENTS BY OCCUPATION
No. of
RespondentsOccupation










aThey were graduate students at The Lingnan Institute of
Business Administration, The Chinese University of Hong Kong.
bThey were undergraduate students at United College of the
Chinese University of Hong Kong.
cAll were secondary school teachers, except for one who
worked at the University of Hong Kong.
dThese government officers included one Immigration Officer,
one Translation Officer and two Executive Officers.
eThey included one physician, two architects and two engi..
neers.
Table 3.2
A BREAKDOWN OF RESPONDENTS BY PLACE OF ORIGIN
Place of No. of
RespondentsOrigin
Eastern China 7



























From the above breakdowns, the following summary may be
drawn about the sample:
The major part of the sample comprised university students.(i)
They amounted to 76% of the whole sample.
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(ii) All the respondents were Chinese, of which 90% came from
the Central Southern China. In fact, almost all of these
90% were from the Province of Kwangtung.
(iii) Over 90% of the respondents were receiving or had finished
university education.
(iv) The ages of the respondents ranged from 16 to 35, but slight-
ly over 70% were in the age group of 21 to 25. While the
rest were under thirty, there were only three out of seven-
ty-eight who were in their early thirties.
(v) Slightly over 80% of the respondents were males.
Although the demographic and socio-economic profiles of the
respondents may limit the ability to project the results of the
research to all of Hong Kong, the major aim of the study, which
is to investigate the fundamental charadteristics of the model,
was not seriously affected.
3.2 Questionnaire Design
The respondents were asked to fill out questionnaire which
took about forty-five minutes to finish. Essentially, four sets
of data were required, namely, 1) the distribution of forty-five
main dish-soup food combinations into nine preference ranks, 2)
the preference rankings of nine soups conditioned by each of seven
selected main dishes, 3) the attitudes, interests and opinions of
the respondent, and lastly, 4) the demographic and socio-economic
characteristics of the respondents. Each of the four sections of
the questionnaire is explained in more detail in the following
subdivisions. A sample returned questionnaire in Chinese, as well
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as an English version are in Appendix A and B respectively.
Section one of the questionnaire
Five main dishes and nine soups of Chinese food were first
selected from menus of a number of Chinese restaurants. The main
dishes included chicken, duck, fish, beef and prawns; the soups
chosen were:
sweet corn and minced chicken soup
water cress and duck gizzard soup
bean-curd and chop suey soup
soup with pig's stomach and gingko
fresh tomato and beef soup
soup with meat balls (fish meat and beef)
double-boiled assorted meat in wdole melon
soup with fish head
double-boiled chicken feet and mushroom soup
These five main dishes and nine soups were put together to
form forty-five combinations. The respondent was asked to evalu-
ate each combination on a nine-point personal preference scale as
a menu for his/her dinner that evening. To facilitate the process
of evaluation, each of the combinations was labeled on a coloured1
card slip. The subject was then asked to sort these forty-five
cards into the nine prespecified preference categories, according
to a preset, quasinormal distribution.
Section two of the questionnaire
In this part of the experiment, two new main dishes were
added to the previous list of five. The purpose was to include
situations in which the model could be extended to predict inter-
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actions involving new main dishes. The two new main dishes were
port and vegetable make.
Instead of asking the respondent to rank the sixty-three
coiinations into prespecified categories, he/she was requested to
rank the soups conditioned by each of the seven main dishes. In
this way the process of ranking the nine soups was to be repeated
seven times, once for each main dish2.
Section three of the questionnaire
In this section of the questionnaire, the researcher attemp-
ed to explore the respondent's activities, interests and opinions
in various aspects. A hundred statements were listed in this sec-
tion and the respondent was akked, based on a six-point scale, to
show the extent to which he/she would agree with each of the state-







These AIO statements (activities, interests and opinions)
covered many aspects. About half of them were connected with food
and eating while the other half were non-food related. Some of
1Five colours were used, each of which corresponded to a
different main dish.
2Since the respondent may become careless on repeating the
same procedures for seven times, the last three of the evaluations
were saved for a later section of the experiment.
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the major aspects covered by these hundred statements are mention-
ed below and examples cited.
1. About restaurants and eating places
e.g., Q66: "I seldom try new restaurants."
2. Whether or not the respondent is knowledgeable of Chinese
cooking
e.g., Q24: "My friends consider me quite knowledgeable about
Chinese cooking."
3. Whether or not the respondent is the economical type
e.g., Q62: "When eating in restaurants I often search for the
low-priced items."
4. Whether or not the respondent often eats in restaurants
e.g., Q44: "I eat more in a restaurant than at home."
5. Whether or not the respondent is a leader
e.g., Q7: "My friends and neighbours often come to me for
advice."
6. Whether or not the respondent is conservative
e.g.," Q4: There is too much emphasis on sex today."
7. Whether or not the respondent is sociable
e.g., Q19:" I feel uneasy in a party when I don't know any-
body."
8. Whether or not the respondent likes exercise
e.g., Q29:" I don't like picknicking."
A complete list of the questions is in the questionnaire (in
Appendix B.
In the original Chinese-written questionnaire, the hundred
AIO questions occupied a total of four pages. Of these four pages
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the first was always the instruction sheet, whereas the other three
pages were randomly assembled. In this manner almost an equal
number of respondents received the pages in each of the six pos-
sible sequences:
(i) page 1, page 2, page 3, page 4;
(ii) page 1, page 2, page 4, page 3;
(iii) page 1, page 3, page 2, page 4;
(iv) page 1, page 3, page 4, page 2;
(v) page 1, page 4, page 2, page 3;
(vi) page 1, page 4, page 3, page 2;
Thus the effect of respondent fatique was randomized.
Section four of the questionnaire
At the end of the questionnaire, the respondent was asked
demographic and socio-economic data. The questions asked included:
1. occupation,
2. place of origin,
3. educational level,
4. monthly family income,




9. how often they eat Chinese food, and
10. how often they cook by themselves.
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3.3 A Preliminary Descri tion of the Analyses
On the whole, the analyses fall into three categories, namely,
1. those carried out at the individual level,
2. those carried out at the cluster level, and
3. those carried out at the total sample level.
While the first and last categories are obvious in themselves,
the following elaboration is given for the second category.
Formation of four clusters
Factor analysis1
The sample of seventy-eight respondents was divided into four
different clusters according to the results obtained from the AIO
section. More precisely, the data array, consisting of the res-
ponses of the seventy-eight respondents to the one hundred AIO
statements, underwent a data reduction process, during which res-
ponses to ninety AIO statements were eliminated. As a result, the
reduced data matrix comprised 78 rows (respondents) and 10 columns
(which correspond to the ten chosen AIO statements), compared to
the original dimension of 78 X 100. The FACT Factor Analysis Pro-
gram2 was used for computation.
From an applied point of view, the reduction was based on
the criterion of retaining the most informative parts of the data
on one hated and attaining a desired degree of parsimony on the
other. Roughly, the informative degree of a data matrix can be
1The interested reader is asked to refer to the book "Green
and Tull, Research for Marketing Decisions" for detailed explanation
of this procedure.
2The computerized program is available at the Computer Ter-
minal of The Chinese University of Hong Kong.
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measured by the uniqueness of information supplied by individual
questions. This uniqueness corresponds to the absence of corre-
lation among various statements. After the reduction, a parsimon-
ious subset of data was obtained in the sense that answers given
to a particular question are not implied by answers given to any
other questions.
Cluster analysis
The ten "important" AIO statements extracted from the origi-
nal hundred were used to form four clusters of respondents. To
illustrate the essence of the clustering principle, the following
simplified explanation is given. A distance index is computed for
each pair of respondents according to the similarity of their res-
pozises to the ten AIO statements. This index represents the inter-
individual distance for the pair of respondents. We next define
the intergroup distance. When respondents have been grouped to-
gether to form clusters, we can compute a similar distance index
for any pair of clusters according to the similarity of responses
to the statements given by the two groups. So, the clustering
principle is: if we want to form four clusters, we would strive
to find the four clusters whose intra-group distances are relat-
ively small but whose inter-group distances are large. The actual
procedures were carried out by Large Howard-Harris Clustering Pro-
.gram
1The computerized program is available at the Computer Ter-
minal of The Chinese University of Hong Kong.
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Discriminant analysis
In order to check that the four clusters formed were natural
clusters in the sense that there really was intrinsic difference
among the clusters, a discriminant analysis was carried out. The
program used was the ICL Statistical Package. In brief, the pro-
gramme attempted:
(i) to find a formula involving the ten AIO responses that best
predicted the cluster memberships of the respondents as a
whole,
(ii) to find out exactly, for each respondent, the probability
of correctly predicting the cluster membership based on the
formula developed, and lastly
(iii) based on the findings of (ii), to form a table showing the
results of the prediction in terms of the number of respon-
dents being "hit" and missed.
Clusters formed
As a result of the data reduction by factor analysis, the
ten AIO statements chosen were:
1. "I am uncomfortable when our flat is not completely clean."
(Q,5)
2. "My friends and neighbours often come to me for advice." (Q7)
3. "I would rather spend a quiet evening at home than go out to
a party." (QlO)
4. "I avoid occasions where I could meet a lot of new people."
(Q21)
5. "I must admit I really don't like household chores." (Q22)
6. "Just a snack on the street is good enough for breakfast. "(Q25)
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7. "I don't like picknicking. "(Q29)
8. "I find myself checking the prices in the grocery store even
for small items." (Q30)
9. "Vegetables are better for your health than meat is". (Q52)
10. "I'd like to spend a year in foreign places." (Q?0)
After these ten AIO statements had been extracted, four clu-
sters were formed based on responses to these statements. The sizes
and mean values of the responses are summarized in Table 3.6.
Since the AIO data profile of each cluster involves ten di-
memsions, it is quite impossible to identify the characteristics
of each cluster in simple terms. Nonetheless two attempts were
made. First the three qualities designated by AIO 1, 5 and 9 were
neglected in the identification process, the reason being that they
seem to be measuring some trivial qualities. After this screening
process, the remaining qualities were found to be familiar ones.
They include:
(i) "the leader type" (AIO 2)
(ii) "not sociable" (AIO 3, 4),
(iii) "prefer convenient food" (AIO 6),
(iv) "not sporty"(AIO 7),
(v) "the economical type" (AIO 8),
(vi) "like travelling" (AIO 10).
The second attempt to help identification involved paying attention
to any outstanding scores. In Table 3.6, some outstanding scores
are underlined. A combination of these two efforts results in the




A SUMMARY OF SIZES, MEAN RESPONSES FOR THE FOUR CLUSTERS FOUND
Mean Score





2.12.6 3.3Not sociable 3.83
4 4.44.64.2Not sociable 5.
2.42.8 3.03.75.
2.84.0 2.44.2Like convenient food6






1. AIO 1 corresponds to the first of the ten chosen statements
and so on. Please refer to page 49 for the exact statements.
2. The smaller the score, the more one agrees with the statement.
3. A short phrase is given against some of the statements, offer-
ing a brief description of the quality intended to be measured.
The smaller the score, the more the cluster members have the
described quality.
4. Description is omitted for AIO 1, 5 and 9 because the corres-
pondingly measured qualities are less important.
5. Underlined scores are outstanding characteristics.
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1. Members of the first cluster (a) show relatively little pre-
ference for convenient foods, and (b) are average in various
other qualities.
2. Members of the second cluster (a) like those of cluster one,
show relatively little preference for convenient foods, (b)
do not like travelling as much as others do, and (c) are ave-
rage in other qualities.
3, Members of the third cluster (a) show greater preference for
convenient foods, (b) but are least economical, and (c) are
average in other qualities.
4. Members of the fourth cluster (a) show greater preference for
convenient food, (b) do not like picknicking, and (c) are ave-
rage in other qualities.
One final remark about the above suggestions is that they are only
intended to provide simplified descriptions to help identification
from the interpretative point of view.
After the four clusters had been formed, the next step was
to find out how distinctive the groups were. Accordingly, the AIO
data profiles of the clusters were submitted to a discriminant
analysis.
The results of the discriminant analysis convincingly showed
that the clusters were distinctive in the sense that according to
the formula developed by the discriminant, the probability of
correctly predicting the cluster to which a certain respondent
belonged was very high. This membership probability averaged over
95%. Along the same line, Table 3.7 shows the hits and misses
table of the prediction.
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TABLE 3.7
THE HITS AND MISSES TABLE OF PREDICTING









The results showed clearly that there was only one incidence in
which a member of cluster one was predicted as belonging to clu-
ster two.
Besides this one exception, the predictions were perfect, implying
that the formation of the four clusters was a meaningful categori-
sation. The entire procedure involved in forming these four clu-
sters are summarized in Figure 3.1.
3.4 Summary of the Chapter
By studying the demographics of the total sample of res-
pondents, we have highlighted one essential limitation of this
research. The findings obtained from the included sample cannot
be used to project on Hong Kong population. The design of the
questionnaire was then explained, thus furnishing a detailed
description of how the relevant raw data was obtained. Lastly,
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Figure 3.1: A flow chart of procedures showing how the four










we explained how we had classified the total sample into four
clusters according to the AIO responses. With the formation of
these four clusters, we have prepared a way to compare the research
findings among different types of respondents. With these basics
established, we are ready to examine the results of the study in
the next chapter.
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4.0 RESULTS AND ANALYSES
This chapter is divided into seven divisions. Except the
last one, each division is devoted to one of the six hypotheses
set up in Division 2.4. For each of the hypotheses, the proced-
ures of the analysis are explained, followed by the results ob-
tained from the study. Procedural flow charts are inserted where
appropriate.
In view of the fact that the research is primarily one in
the early developing stage of a model, the results obtained in
the pilot test (2), which was launched in Pannsylvania, U.S.A.,
are often traced back and used for comparison. It is hoped that
in this way, the fundamental characteristics of the model can be
best understood.
4.1 Hypothesis One
We started to find out whether or not the first part of the
model, additive conjoint measurement, is sufficient to explain the
preference choices of the forty-five chosen main dish-soup com-
binations as expressed by the sample of seventy-eight respondents.
To investigate, the preference data obtained from section one of
the questionnaire, preference rankings of the forty-five food
combinations, was submitted to a computerized program of monotonic
transformation which was based on the principles proposed in the
MONANOVA model1 by Kruskal (11). The program yielded, as a part
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of its major output, the stress value of the transformation which
is a measure of badness of fit.
The analysis was carried out at the individual level and the
procedures are summarized in Figure 4.1. The results of the pro-
cess are given in Table 4.1, which also includes the counterparts
in the pilot test to facilitate comparison. Obviously, the stress
values from the present research considerably exceed those in the
pilot test. In fact, the average value amounts to 0.39. This
gives a vivid indication that the additive model is by no means
adequate to account for the preferences for the chosen food com-
binations. This result deviates much from the corresponding one
of the pilot test. We shall comment on that later in Chapter 5.O.
Figure 4.1-- A flow chart of procedures of analysis to find








(for the inputildf(for the inputf or the
later analyses)of later analyses)present
analysis)
1 Division 2.2 gives a detailed explanation.
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TABLE 4.1
A. COMPARISON OF STRESS VALVES OBTAINED FROM
THE PRESENT RESEARCH AND FROM THE PILOT RUN
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The question raised in the above hypothesis-- the additi-
vity of the preference date-- was further pursued by submitting
the monotonically transformed preference data to the traditional
analysis of variance whose main purpose is to detect the signifi-
cance of interaction in the utility evaluation. Owing to the ex-
perimental design which involved only one replication of response
from the interviewee, the interaction term will be mixed with the
residual term according to the model of analysis of variance in-
volving two factors l. This fact had offered much difficulty in
studying interaction on the individual basis 2. Subsequently, the
analysis was carried out at the group level. Figure 4.2 shows
the summary of ANOVA results at the whole sample level, with the
corresponding w2 values of the pilot test included for comparison.
Once again, the results obtained from this part of the analysis
consistently show that interaction is more prevalent in this re-
search than in the pilot study. According to the findings of the
research, one percent of the variance in the response variable is
accounted for by knowledge of the levels of the interaction while
eighty percent of the variance is accounted for by various factors
1For a two-way analysis of variance for an experiment in-
volving one replication, the ANOVA model is in the following mathe-
matical form,
response effect of effect of the mixed-up combination
variable = lst factor + 2nd factor + of interaction and re-
siduals.
2In fact, the problem may be solved by decomposing the mixed-
up term into interaction and residual components, based on Tukey's
one degree of freedom test for non-additivity (2, page 413). How-
ever, the problem was not pursued at such a level of sophistication.
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other than randomness. These figures compare with the practically
zero percent accounted for by interaction and the ninety-eight
percent of total accounted for variation in the pilot results.
Figure 4.2-- A flow chart of procedures to find out the
significance of interaction in analyzing the preference data at
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4.3 Hypothesis Three
In the light of the wide margin by which the interactions
differ in the two researches, the present study in Hong Kong and
the pilot. run in Pennsylvania, it is opportune to move on to an
investigation of how the difference oorrelates with the attitudinal
and demographic data profile of the respondents.
To do this, we proceed along two lines. First, the stress
values of members of the four clusters1 are compared, in terms of
distribution and mean values. Second, the omega squared indices
for interaction of the four groups2 are drawn together for compa-
rison. To accomplish this latter comparison, transformed prefe-
rence data of each cluster were submitted to ANOVA analysis. In
other words, the entire process involved in Hypothesis Two was
repeated four times, with the appropriate contraction of input
data each time to the size of the cluster under investigation.
Figure 4.3 and Table 4.3 summarize the procedures of analy-
sis, distributions of the stress values in each cluster and the
coresponding omega squared indices for interaction. Unfortunately,
not much was revealed from the results about the effect of attitu-
dinal data on stress values.
1The clusters were formed according to the respondent's
AIO responses.
2The omega squared indices for interaction indicate the
importance of interactions in the four clusters. Each index shows
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Figure 4.3 -- A flow chart of procedures to find out the
significance of interaction at the cluster level.
Transformed Preference Data








In general the results obtained in the earlier stages show
that interaction is significant, and hence the additive model is
inadequate to explain the preferences. Following the procedures
suggested by the model, the additive main effects of the two com-
ponents were subtracted from the overall utility for each of the
food combinations to obtain the corresponding interaction numbers.
These interactions were then submitted to the vector model MDPREF
at the individual level. As a result, seventy-eight complement-
arity spaces (of dimension equal to two) were obtained. As in
many everyday examples, interaction may be so significant that
its effect often overshadows the contributions of the components.
If that is the case, conditional preferences for main dish-soup
combinations given the main dishes can well be represented by-he
represented by the interaction numbers (2, page 15), Following
this line of thinking, preference spaces were obtained for all
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seventy-eight respondents according to each respondent's rankings
of soups conditioned by main-dishes, as obtained in section two
of the questionnaire. For each respondent, the preference space,
which will be called the direct space hereafter, was obtained
via the same MDPREF vector model, and was compared with the cor-
responding complementarity space for congruence. Instead of
visually doing the comparison, the technique of canonical corre-
lation1 was introduced to standardize comparison. As a result of
the analysis, a coefficient of correlation was obtained for each
respondent, indicating roughly how congruent the two spaces were.
As for all coefficients of correlation, this particular one may
range from zero to one, with a greater correlation when the value
increases. Figure 4.4 summarizes the procedures of the analysis.
The results of the canonical correlation- more specifically,
the coefficients of correlation- are summarized in Table 4.4. The
table shows the coefficient distribution over various values and
the overall mean value for the whole sample of respondents. There
are only nine respondents (11.7% of the whole sample) whose co-
efficients of correlation assume values exceeding 0.8. At the
other extreme, twenty-six respondents (33.3% of the whole sample)
whose coefficients take on values less than o.4. The mean of the
coefficients has a value of 0.52. Admittedly, these figures are
not encouraging at all, indicating that such a representation of
the overall preference space by the complementarity space is li-
able to be faulty.
1The interested reader may refer to Green and Tull, Re-
search for Market Decisions for further details.
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Figure 4.4-- A flow chart of procedures to produce and com-
pare the complementarity space and direct space on an individual
basis.
Conditional PreferenceInteraction Numbers
Rankings of the SoupsObtained After
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Although the results of Hypothesis Four are a bit disappoint-
ing on the whole, the wide range within which the coefficient of
correclation varies should suggest a follow-up investigation to
ask Do subjects who evince high correlation differ in systemmatic
ways, in terms of attitudinal and demographic data profiles, from
those who evince low correlation? To pursue the solution to the
1
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problem, a similar approach was adopted as for the analysis of
Hypothesis Three. Accordingly, the distributions of the coeffi-
cients for the four clusters were compared, seeking to find out
if significant difference exists. This comparison, including the
mean values of the correlation cofficient for the four clusters
is shown in Table 4.5. Similar to the results of Hypothesis Three,
no significant results were revealed. In fact, the means for the
first, third and fourth clusters are about the same. The value for
the second cluster is a bit lower, but the difference is not big.
4.6 Hypothesis Six
Following the same line of argument adopted for Hypothesis
Five, one would be interested to know the congruence of the dir-
ect space and the complementarity space if new main dishes were
involved. To elaborate, suppose the complementarity space of a
certain respondent involving five main dishes and nine soups is
known. As a marketing researcher, one would like to know what
would become of the new complementarity space if two more main
dishes are involved. Or, from a practical point of view, should
the whole procedure of section one of the questionnaire be repeat-
ed to obtain the relevant data and should the similar analyses be
repeated to get the bigger complementarity space? Or, could
the original complementarity space be used as a basis for extend-
ing it to a bigger one, with the help of some additional infor-
mation? An idea about the latter possibility is that one may ob-
tain the respondent's preference rankings of soups conditioned by
the new main dishes, and could combine this additional information
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TABLE 4.5
A COMPARISON OF DISTRIBUTIONS OF THE COEFFICIENTS




















with the original complementarity space to produce the new com-
plementarity space via the same technique of MDPREF, the vector
model. To test the validity of the proposition, the direct
space from preference rankings of soups conditioned by the seven
main dishes in a separate step was later compared with the de-
rived space for congruence.
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As expected, the congruence of these two spaces which in-
volved seven main dishes depends very much on the congruence of
the counterpart spaces involving only the five original main
dishes. In view of the low values of the canonical correlation
coefficient for some respondents, the comparison was carried out
only for those respondents whose coefficient was originally great-
et than 0.9.
Figure 4.6 shows the procedures for the analysis and Table
4.6 reveals the relevant results. The new coefficients are still
high for these three chosen respondents. In fact the coefficients
do not deviate much from the previous ones for five main dishes.
4.7 Summary of the Chapter
In contrast to the Pennsylvania results, interaction was
significant in the Hong Kong empirical study. As a result, the
additive model was not appropriate for explaining the consumer
utility. Despite these findings of Hypotheses 1 and 2, the re-
sults of Hypothesis 4 show the interactions extracted were useful
only from an interpretative point of view. Disappointing results
were obtained when interactions were used to project the overall
preference. Nevertheless, for those individuals where projection
is accurate, findings of Hypothesis 6 indicated that the process
of prediction can be extended to include new main dishes. Both
Hypotheses 2 and 5 yielded insignificant results, showing that
the investigation of the effects of AIO variables on response
variance was not fruitful.
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Figure 4.5-- A flow chart of procedures for Hypothesis Six
Conditional RankingsConditional Rankings of Soups
of Soups Given EachGiven Each of the The New Main
of the Seven SoupsDishes
the Original Complementarity
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MAIN DISHES) COEFFICIENTS OF CANONICAL
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Attempts are made in Chapter 5.0 to integrate all these
findings, Limitations of the research and further discussion
of the model are also presented.
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5.0 CONCLUSIONS AND DISCUSSION
In this chapter, we shall first make a summary of the major
findings of the empirical research. As in most research, some
results found in the present investigation are rather encouraging
and others are disappointingly insignificant. For this reason
and for others, discussion is furnished with the findings to help
in the explanation of the results. Following the summary is a
description of the limitations of the research. Attempts are then
made to suggest ways of overcoming some of these constraints for
a future discussion of the model.
5.1 Results of the Empirical Test of the Model
Need for the Model
Models applicable to the problem of utility for item collec-.
tions-- or more generally, for multiattribute alternatives--
have been mainly of the value expectancy nature (4, 13, 15) or
the conjoint measurement type (7). In brief, value expectancy
models are componential models in the sense that total-object uti-
lity is estimated from evaluative data on individual attributes.
Conjoint measurement models are decomposition models in the sense
that utilities for individual attributive levels are estimated
from data on total-object evaluations. The main constraint of
both models is their negligence of interactive terms. The find
ings of the present research indicate the gravity of the incom-
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pleteness of the conjoint measurement additive model. As explained
in Division 2.2 of Chapter Two, the stress values after the mono-
tonic transformation of the original response data show the appro-
priate badness of fit measures of the additive conjoint measure-
ment technique to utility problems involving item collections.
While it is a matter based on subjective judgement to determine
what values are high for the stresses, the results obtained in
similar research may offer a set of relative criteria. As in the
analysis of the present model, results in the4 ilot test show that
eight-five percent of the subjects had stress values less than
0.151 when the MONANOVA additive model was applied to their pre-
ferences. The counterpart results of this experiment indicate
that only seventy-nine percent of the subjects had an individual
stress less than 0.60. The wide difference in stress value of this
research and the pilot test tells convincingly that there are cases
-- as in this research-- in which the additive model is inadequate
where interaction is prevalent. Moreover, Hay's Omega Squared In-
dice for the whole sample shows that one percent of the variance
in the response variable is accounted for by knowledge of the le-
vels of the interaction, compared to a practically zero value in
the pilot run. This latter fact demonstrates the need for a more
elaborate model which allows for interaction among component items.
Characteristics of the Model
Now that the need for such an interaction model is well-
established, the basic characteristics are further discussed.
Essentially, the model suggests two propositions, the first one
1The choice of 0.15 as the cut-off point is subjective.
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being the way to extract the interactive utilities and the second
one being a method of portraying the interactions in a two-dimen-
sion1 space so that from the relative positions of the component
items, one can hopefully know what the two dimensions represent.
As a result, much can be suggested about the causes of interaction.
In this way, any researcher will be better informed in the inter-
pretative sense. On the other hand, we are interested in finding
objective ways of testing the other characteristic-- the way of
calculating the interaction numbers. In fact, Green and Devita
proposed that the interaction space could be compared for congr-
uence to the space obtained from level rankings of one component,
(e.g. soups) conditioned by the other component (main dish). The
assumption is that the interactions between a fixed main dish and
the various soups should be in a similar ordinal sequence with the
direct rankings of the soup conditioned by a particular main dish.
The results of research show, however, that the two spaces are not
so similar as expected. The coefficient of correlation of the two
spaces has a value lower than 0.50 for 53.8% of the respondents
and attains values higher than 0.70 for only 25.8% of the respon-
dents. On the whole, the average value is about 0,52. As a re-
sult, great discrepancy will result if one uses only the inter-
action numbers to predict the rankings of soups conditioned by
main dishes. Despite the rather disappointing results of the pre-
1In fact a higher-dimensional space is allowed but two di-
mensions should be more popular because they can be geometrically
represented.
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diction test, one should not conclude too soon that the way of
calculating the interaction number is a failure.
To elaborate, we shall use the example of soups and main
dishes again. Consider the nine food combinations formed by main
dish A and soups 1 through 9. Using the same notation developed
in Division 1.1 of Chapter One, the utilities for the nine com-
binations are respectively:
#14U (Al) = ul (A) + u2 (1) + u3 (A,1)
#15U (A2) = ul (A) + u2 (2) + u3 (A,2)
#16U (A3) = ul (A) + u2 (31) + u3 (A,3)
#17U (A4) = u1 (A) + u2 (4) + u3 (A,4)
#18U (A5) = ul (A) + u2 (5 )+ u3 (A,5)
#19U (A6) = ui (A) + u2 (6) + u3 (A,6)
#20U (A7) = u1 (A) + u2 (7) + u3 (A,7)
#21U (A8) = u1 (A) + U2 (8) + u3 (A,8)
#22U (A9) = ul (A) + U2 (9) + u3 (A,9)
Now the rankings of the U's should be the same as those of the
sums of the last two terms on the right (which we shall denote by
R). The proposition that the two spaces are congruent has the
implication, when spelt out in mathematical terms, that the rank-
ings of U's are the same as those of u3's. Upon recalling the es-
tablished result that the U's and R's are in same order, the im-
plication will equivalently mean that the R's and u3's are in the
same order. However, u3 is only a part of R which is the sum of
u2 and u3. Then, under what situations will the R's and u3's take
the same order% At least two possibilities exist:
1. That the magnitude of u3 overshadows that of u2.
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2. That the magnitudes of u2 and u3 follow the same pattern.
In other words, if u2 is greater that u2' then u3 is greater
than u3'. This will guarantee that no'offsetting effects will
take place hence the rankings of u2's, u3's and the sums W's
will all be identical.
The proposition that the two spaces are congruent is actually
based on the probable assumption that the magnitude of u3 over-
shadows that of u2, which means that the interactions predominate
the utilities for the soups. This assumption is not without basis,
for everyday examples as such are common.
The present findings do offer unfavourable evidence against
the assumption but they show few traces (if any at all) that sug-
gest the present calculation of the interaction is a misleading
one.
Impact of AIO variables on the/prevalence of interaction
Interaction prevalence and congruence of the two spaces
(complementarity and direct) were found to vary over individuals.
These facts motivated a further investigation of factors contri-
buting to the variation. The pursuit of the problem was quite
limited by the scope of the research which was not intended pri-
marily for this, Nonetheless, the respondents were clustered
according to their activities, interests and opinions and then
the interactions in each group were studied to find out if system-
matic deviation existed. The very same technique was carried out
to search for differences in the degree of congruence of the two
spaces among the four clusters formed. In both cases insignifi-
cant results were obtained and thus how psychographic factors are
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contributing to interaction build-ups and so on were not disclosea.
5.2 Limitations of This Research
Essentially this research has two major limitations. The
first one is the poor sample representation of the local community.
The second one concerns the simple nature of the experimental sti-
muli which are food combinations composed of only two factors, a
main dish and a soup. These two limitations are discussed below.
Sample representativityy
Of the seventy-eight respondents in this research, fifty-nine
were university students and twenty-seven respondents in the pilot
test were university graduate students. Consequently, the findings
about the model obtained so far are mostly associated with univer-
sity students. This suggests the question of whether or not simi-
lar results will be obtained from other type of respondents, espe-
cially those of the working class. While it has been explained in
Division 3.1 of Chapter Three that such a convenient sample serves
the purpose of the present research quite well, the gap of statis-
tical representation should be bridged in subsequent research to
apply the model to a larger context.
Another variable which did not spread over a wide range of
values is education. Seventy-three (or ninety percent) of the
respondents were receiving or had finished university education.
The same limitation was prevalent in the pilot test whose respon-
dents were all MBA students. The relatively high educational le-
vel of the respondents involved in the study of the model may c6-
lour the validity of a model designed for the general population.
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This supposition should be taken into account for future develop-
mental studies of the model. It should also be noted that the
education variable takes on greater meaning in those communities
whose members have a low educational level, such as Hong Kong.
Lastly, but by no means the least, all seventy-eight respon-
dents included in this research were below the age of 35. More-
over, sixty-five (or eight-three percent) of them were below the
age of 25. It is probable that the same situation existed in the
pilot test.
Number of components of the collection
and the preference domain
In this study, the experimental stimuli chosen for the pre-
ference measurement were food combinations composed of two items,
one being main dish and the other soup. Similarly, two-item food
combinations comprising entrees and desserts were used in the Pilo.
test. The similarity of the experimental stimuli readily spells
out two common characteristics. First, the preference domains
are in both cases food combination. Second, the item collections
employed in the studies contain two factors.
While both the pilot test and this follow-up investigation
yielded satisfying results in general and promised a high poten-
tial for application, the model was originally intended for a
greater variety of preference domains involving item collections.
To name a few, clothing ensembles, room decor, employee benefit
plans and composition of musical programmes are all potential
fields in which the model can be applied.
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With the aim of studying the fundamental characteristics of
the model, the two studies carried out so far employed only col-
lections of two items. The small size of the collections is a
good starting point to study the model. However, real-life exam-
ples are far more complicated, involving a large number of factors
and a large number of levels for each factor. While more details
are given in Division 5.3, it is important to emphasize the need
for adaption of the model in these situations in the future.
5.3 Further Discussion of the Model
In this division, the general procedures for dealing with
large collections are suggested and followed by some concluding
remarks about the model.
Extension of the model to multi-factor cases
The idea of the extension originated from Green and Devita
in their 1974 paper (2) and was later put to test in a pilot run
in the same year. The essentials are explained as follows:
Let us consider the case of food collections involving three
factors-- main dish, soup and fruit. Let us further assume that
the factors have two, three and four levels. respectively. That
is, we are dealing with 2 x 3 x 4= 24 food combinations made up
from the following three sets:
(main dish 1, main dish 2)
(soup 1, soup 2, soup 3)
(fruit 1, fruit 2, fruit 3, fruit 4)
The utility model adopted preserves the main effects and
the two-factor interactions. In other words, three-factor or
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higher (in the general situation) interactions are assumed to be
negligiable. More precisely, the utility function for the combi-
nation made up of main dish i, soup j and fruit k will take the
following mathematical form
U (ijk)= a+ b (i)+ c (j)+ a (k) #23
+ be (ij)+ bd (ik)+ cd (jk)+ e (ijkl)
where a is the respondent's overall mean utility for the combination
b (i) is the additional contribution by main dish i
c (j) is the additional contribution by soup j
d (k) is the additional contribution by fruit k
be (ij) is the interactive contribution by the pair main
dish i and soup j
e (ijkl) is the error term.
In addition, it is assumed, as in the usual case of the popular
Linear Model in statistics, that for each main effect and inter-
action, the sum over the possible levels will be zero.
With these assumptions and notation established, the follow-
ing is an outline of the data collection procedures.
1. Since we are considering three factors, we shall have three
distinct sets of two-component combinations. They are main
dish-soup, main dish-fruit and soup-fruit combinations. For
each set of the two-component combinations, procedures of
data collection will be carried out, in exactly the same way
as we did in section one of the questionnaire. For each set,
the respondent will be asked to evaluate each two-component
alternatives via some type of ranking or rating procedure by
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which preferences for the alternatives can be ordinally mea-
sured.
2. After all two-component combinations are evaluated for all
distinct pairs of factors, two levels of each factor will be
arbitrarily chosen for the next stage. Let us assume that
the chosen levels are
(main dish 1, main dish 2)
(soup 1, soup 2)
(fruit 1, fruit 2)
subsequently, 2 x 2 x 2= 8 three-component combinations will
be formed by the above three subsets. The same procedure of
ordinal ranking of preference will be required of the respon-
dent.
The idea of the first stage of data collection is to deter-
mine the magnitudes of the corresponding interactions. Possibly
three entirely different preference scales may have been used in
the three evaluations, thus the derived interactions are not yet
ready to be put together to form the overall utility for the en-
tire collection. To get a common scaleeunit for the three evalua-
tions, the second stage of data collection is called into play.
The following is an outline of the subsequent analysis.
1. Each of the three data tables of two-factor evaluative ratings
will be separately analyzed via the additive conjoint measure-
ment algorithm, MONANOVA, followed by the computation of resi'..
duals from the best fitting monotonic transformation. As a
result, three output tables of interaction numbers with the
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2. The three-component combination evaluations will next be sub-
mitted to MONANOVA to obtain an output of the main effects
based on a coign scale unit, as illustrated in Table 5.2.
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TABLE 5.2
AN ILLUSTRATION OF THE MAIN EFFECTS IN THE





3. Each of the three tables of interaction values and main ef-
fects will be transformed to the common scale found in phase
2. To illustrate, let us consider the transformation of in-
teractions and main effects involving the four fruits and
three soups. First, a transformation equation will be sought
to change values based on the evaluating scale to the common
scale. An equation like the following will be found
#24b = j (a)
where b is based on a common scale, and a is based on the eva
luating scale.
The equation can best be found by regressing the values based
on the evaluating scale with the corresponding values based
on the common scale. In the illustrative example, the pairs
S'(l).and S"(l), S'(2) and S(2), F'(l) and F"(1). and
F'(2) and F(2) will be regressed. After the transformation
equation #24 has been found for the particular two-factor
combination, the interactions and main effects will then be
transformed to be based on a common unit. The procedure is
repeated for the other two-factor combinations.
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4. Each of the three interaction tables will then be utilized to
produce the corresponding complementarity (interaction) space
through the MDPF model.
Concluding Remarks
A. What the model offers
The proposed model has basically three attractive features to
offer.
1. It gives a well-grounded approach to deal with preference
data which is of an ordinal nature.
2. It suggests a method of extracting the interactions out
of the transformed data (which is no longer ordinally
scaled but interval-scaled after the MONANOVA transforw
mati on).
3. It plots the derived interactions on a two-dimensional
geometric space which would offer interpretative infor-
mation about the interactions.
B. Reliability of responses
The model requires as its input information a set of ranked
preference data of the combinations under study. However, one
intrinsic problem inherent to preference data involving item col-
lections is the associated complexity of choice in terms of the
large number of alternatives facing the consumer. The complexity,
besides offering a lot of difficulties to the researcher, imposes
problems on the respondent as well. The latter is sometimes con-
fused, especially when he has to explicitly express his preferences.
This has a far-reaching effect on the final results of the inter-
action spaces which originate from this input data.
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Daily experience often suggests that in some preference do-
mains taste is ever-changing. Dynamic eternal factors like group
pressure and others dominate individual preference patterns. Ne-
vertheless, there are still suitable situations which would read-
ily invite the model into play. It is therefore crucial to judge
the context of the research to make sure that the preference data
of the item collections would-promise high reliability.
One way of doing this is to carry cut a preliminary survey
before the actual experiment. First, the respondents are asked
to rank their preferences for various combinations. After half
an hour or immediately after, they are asked to evaluate the dif-
ferent alternatives of one factor (for example, soups) conditioned
by the other factor (main dish). The two sets of data will be
compared for consistency.
Table 5.3 shows two extreme cases where the sets of data,
are perfectly consistent and absolutely inconsistent. After com-
paring the two sets of data obtained, the researcher should have
a general feel for the reliability of perference data in that
particular preference domain, with those particular experimental
stimuli and at that particular time. Based on this judgement,
the researcher can decide on whether to go on with the research,
C. Applicability of the Model
Owing to the limitations of the present research, generalized
conclusions about the applicability of the model are not drawn.




A HYPOTHETICAL ILLUSTRATION SHOWING TWO EXTREME CASES OF
RELIABLE DATA AND UNRELIABLE DATA
Rank of Soup Conditioned by Main Dish 1





















aThe data set 1 allows two different combinations to have
the same rank, even if they have a factor in common. In the data
set 2, however, if the conditioning factor (main dish) is the same,
the ranks of two different soups will have to be different.
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1. Two prerequisites for employing the model should be consistency
of response data and stability of consumer taste, Both of these
have been fully dealt with in Section B. Roughly, there are two
cases in which the model should not be employed. First, when
the consumer utilities for the item collections are changing
fast, there is little economic value to carry out the expensive
process of data collection and analysis. Second, when consum-
ers find the relevant utilities too subtle to be recognized or
expressed verbally, introduction of the model will certainly end
up with misleading results.
2. In case the preference domain appears to be suitable after the
preliminary testing as suggested in Section B, the following
comments are relevant.
(i) As exemplified by the research results, there is a great
need for the Complementarity Model. The study shows a case
of significant interaction.
(ii) In the study, AIO variables were not found to have signifi-
cant effect on interaction prevalence. More probably, in-
teraction prevalence will depend on other factors like the
nature of the preference domain.
(iii) In view of the corresponding results found in the study,
the model should not be used to predict overall preference
from interaction. However, the interactions can still be
geometrically illustrated to gain insight into the causes
for complementarities.
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To sum up, the research shows that the Complementarity Model
provides a useful way of analyzing interactions involved in item
collections. It offers a way of dealing with the ordinal nature
of the response data, extracting interactions and interpreting
them. However, the model is highly selective of its area of ap-
plication. It offers itself as a useful analytical tool for mar-
keting research only if the consumer taste is stable and consis-
tently expressed. In any case, the model should be restricted to
the extraction and interpretation of interactions, and not be ex-
tended to project overall preferences from interactions.
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APPENDIX A: A SAMPLE RETURNED CHINESE QUESTIONNAIRE
主 菜 與 配 湯 的 組 合 研 究
訪 問 日 期 ：
問 卷 列 號 ：
320
訪 問 者 ：
資 料 卡 編 號 ： 1
（ 早 晨 。 ） 閣 下 好 嗎 ？ 我 們 從 中 文 大 學 研 究 院 來 的 。
現 有 一 事 誠 請 閣 下 幫 忙 。 我 們 正 在 進 行 一 個 市 場 研 究 ，
調 查 有 關 一 般 人 在 晚 餐 中 ， 對 主 菜 與 配 湯 如 何 選 擇 。 這
調 查 純 粹 屬 于 研 究 性 質 ， 涉 及 範 圍 亦 相 當 有 趣 、 易 答 。
相 信 閣 下 亦 樂 于 幫 忙 。 多 謝 合 作 。
第 一 節
現 在 假 設 你 和 一 知 己 在 一 間 中 國 餐 館 中 晚 膳 。 你 們 打 算
選 一 個 主 菜 及 一 配 湯 。 餐 牌 上 共 有 五 道 菜 、 九 款 湯 （ 見
下 表 ） 。 亦 即 是 說 ， 你 只 有 四 十 五 個
5x9
不 同 配
合 的 選 擇 。
點 菜 選 湯 時 ， 你 得 留 意 以 下 幾 點 ：
（ 一 ） 這 餐 館 對 每 一 道 菜 、 每 一 款 湯 的 烹 飪 ， 都 同 樣 精 湛 。
（ 二 ） 論 價 錢 ， 你 絕 不 必 顧 慮 。 （ 你 的 朋 友 請 客 ）
（ 三 ） 點 菜 選 湯 時 ， 只 用 考 慮 你 個 人 的 喜 愛 。 因 為 你 的 朋





□ 牌 上 ，
五 個 菜 為
1. 鹽 焗 肥 雞
2. 時 菜 扒 （ 少 水 慢 煮 ） 鴨
3. 清 蒸 石 斑
4. 蠔 油 炒 牛 肉
5. 茄 汁 會 蝦 碌
九 款 湯 為
1. 雞 蓉 （ 剁 碎 ） 粟 米 羹
2. 西 菜 （ 西 洋 臣 ） 陳 腎 （ 鴨 腎 ） 湯
3. 八 珍 （ 什 會 ） 荳 腐 湯
4. 白 果 豬 肚 湯
5. 蕃 茄 牛 肉 湯
6. 雙 丸 湯 （ 牛 肉 丸 、 魚 丸 ）
7. 八 寶 冬 瓜 盎
8. 魚 頭 上 湯
9. 鳳 足 （ 雞 腳 ） 燉 北 菰
第 一 節 （ 續 ）
現 在 這 45 種 不 同 的 配 合 法 ， 都 分 別 寫 在 紙 條 上 ， 請 依
照 你 的 喜 愛 ， 將 這 45 張 紙 條 ， 分 成 九 堆 ， 即 是
第 一 堆 ： 你 最 喜 歡 的 3 種 選 法
第 二 堆 ： 你 次 喜 歡 的 4 種 選 法
第 三 堆 ： 再 次 喜 歡 的 5 種 選 法
第 四 堆 ： 再 次 喜 歡 的 6 種 選 法
第 五 堆 ： 再 次 喜 歡 的 9 種 選 法
第 六 堆 ： 再 次 喜 歡 的
6
種 選 法
第 七 堆 ： 再 次 喜 歡 的 5 種 選 法
第 八 堆 ： 再 次 喜 歡 的 4 種 選 法














請 根 據 以 上 說 明 ， 將 紙 條 分 成 九 堆 。
建 議 ： 先 將 紙 條 排 列 如 下 圖 ， 會 使 你 更 易 挑 選 。
11 12 13 14 15 16 17 18 19
21 22 23 24 25 26 27 28 29
31 32 33 34 35 36 37 38
39
41 42 43 44 45 46 47 48 49
51 52 53 54 55 56 57 58 59
現 在 你 已 經 將 紙 條 分 之 九 堆 了 。 請 將 結 果 填 在 表 格 （ 一 ） 上 。
必 須 將 每 堆 紙 條 的 附 屬 號 碼 （ 已 寫 在 紙 條 上 ） 填 上 便 妥 。
（ 表 格 一 ， 見 下 頁 ）
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第 一 節 （ 續 ） 第 三 頁
□ □ （ 一 ）
第 一 堆 59 49 57
Card(1) 5-6 7-8 9-10
第 二 堆 47 56 46 55
11-12 13-14 15-16 17-18
第 三 堆 45 19 53 52 43
19-20 21-22 23-24 25-26 27-28
第 四 堆 17 42 51 41 29
39
29-30 31-32 33-34 35-36 37-38 39-40
第 五 堆 16 15 27
26 37 36 25 35 13
41-42 43-44 45-46 47-48 49-50 51-52 53-54 55-56 57-58
第 六 堆 12 58 23 11 33 48
59-60 61-62 63-64 65-66 67-68 69-70
第 七 堆 22 32 21 18 31
71-72 73-74 75-76 77-78 79-80
第 八 堆 28 38 54 44
card(2) 5-6 7-8 9-10 11-12









另 設 另 一 場 合 。 今 次 主 菜 已 經 安 排 好 了 ， 你 只 須 選 一 配
湯 。 閣 下 仍 然 只 有 九 款 湯 選 擇 （ 款 式 見 表 格 （ 二 ） ） 。
第 二 節 （ 續 ）
第 四 頁
表 格 （ 二 ）
九 款 配 湯 為
(1) 雞 蓉 粟 米 羹
(2) 西 菜 陳 腎 湯
(3) 八 珍 荳 腐 湯
(4) 白 果 豬 肚 湯
(5) 蕃 茄 牛 肉 湯
(6) 雙 丸 湯
(7) 八 寶 冬 瓜 盎
(8) 魚 頭 上 湯
(9) 鳳 足 燉 北 菰
請 依 照 個 人 喜 愛 ， 將 配 湯 排 列 。 最 喜 愛 的 在 第 一 位 ， 次
喜 愛 的 在 第 二 位 ， 如 此 類 推 。 並 將 推 列 結 果 填 在 表 格 上 。
只 填 號 碼 便 妥 。
這 問 題 會 重 複 四 次 （ 每 次 我 們 都 安 排 一 個 不 同 的 主 菜 ） 。
假 定 一 ： 主 菜 已 安 排 為 鹽 焗 肥 雞 。 根 據 喜 愛 ， 九 款 配 湯




9 7 6 5 3 2 1 8 4
card(2) 19 20 21 22 23 24 25 26 27
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9 7 6 5 3 2 1 8 4
28 29 30 31 32 33 34 35 36




7 5 3 9 6 2 1 8 4
37 38 39 40 41 42 43 44 45




9 7 3 6 5 1
2 8 4
46 47 48 49 50 51 52 53 54
第 三 節 第 五 頁
這 節 賽 ， 有 多 句 句 子 ， 都 是 有 關 你 的 活 動 、 興 趣 及 見 解 。
都 在 每 句 後 ， 說 明 該 句 子 適 合 閣 下 之 程 度 （ 或 即 閣 下 贊
成 那 句 子 的 程 度 ） 。
每 句 後 ， 都 有 1 至 6 的 號 碼 。 號 碼 的 意 義 是 ： 當 號 碼 愈
小 ， 就 表 示 你 愈 贊 成 ； 號 碼 愈 大 ， 就 相 反 地 表 示 你 愈 不
贊 成 。
□ 句 話 ， 那 些 號 碼 個 別 的 解 釋 為 ：
1 代 表 我 絕 對 （ 十 分 ） 贊 成
2 代 表 我 普 遍 （ 大 致 ） 贊 成
3 代 表 我 略 為 贊 成
4 代 表 我 略 為 反 對
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5 代 表 我 普 遍 （ 大 致 ） 反 對
6 代 表 我 絕 對 （ 十 分 ） 反 對
請 看 完 一 句 後 ， 將 適 當 （ 最 能 表 達 你 意 見 ） 的 號 碼 圈 起
來 。 最 後 ， 請 記 住 ： 這 些 句 子 都 沒 有 所 謂 對 與 不 對 。 我 們
只 想 知 道 你 贊 成 不 贊 成 。
建 議 ： 先 弄 清 你 是 贊 成 還 是 反 對 。 即 是 ： 屬 于 1 至 3 還
是 4 至 6 。 然 後 再 考 慮 程 度 問 題 ： 是 十 分 ？ 是 大











1. 每 天 工 作 七 小 時 以 上 ， 對 健 康 有 損 。 1 2 3 ④ 5 6
55
2. 罐 頭 食 品 ， 總 不 是 味 道 。 1 ② 3 4 5 6
56
3. 我 很 希 望 有 多 一 大 筆 錢 。 1 ② 3 4 5 6
57
4. 近 代 人 對 性 這 回 事 ， 太 放 任 。 1 2 ③ 4 5 6
58
5. 屋 子 不 整 潔 ， 我 令 很 不 舒 服 。 1 ② 3 4 5 6
59
6. 西 餐 館 一 般 收 費 都 比 中 餐 館 便 宜 。 1 2 3 4 ⑤ 6 60
7. 親 戚 朋 友 ， 常 來 找 我 徵 求 意 見 。 1 2 3 4 5 ⑥ 61
8. 只 有 精 于 飲 食 之 道 ， 才 能 徹 底 享 受 人
生 。
1 ② 3 4 5 6
62
9. 最 好 的 廚 子 ， 都 是 上 了 年 紀 的 人 。 1 ② 3 4 5 6
63
10. 通 常 我 寧 願 留 在 家 中 ， 靜 渡 一 個 晚 上 ，
而 不 願 出 外 赴 宴 、 應 酬 。
1 ② 3 4 5 6
64
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11. 我 喜 在 閒 談 中 ， 講 及 體 育 與 運 動 。 1 2 3 4 5 6 65
12. 對 於 新 鮮 事 物 ， 我 都 喜 歡 嘗 試 。 1 2 3 4 5 6 66
13. 我 曾 嚐 過 多 個 省 份 的 菜 式 1 2 3 4 5 6 67
14. 吸 煙 喝 酒 都 對 健 康 無 害
1 2 3 4 5 6
68
15. 每 人 都 應 有 他 一 份 營 養 食 譜 ， 並 認 真
執 行 。
1 2 3 4 5 6 69
16. 我 喜 歡 留 在 家 中 看 電 視 。
1 2 3 4 5 6 70
17. 中 國 餐 館 ， 對 一 般 較 機 的 食 物 ， 收 費
太 昂 貴 。
1 2 3 4 5 6 71
18. 我 對 衣 服 的 選 擇 是 ： 先 取 款 式 ， 後 講
舒 適 。
1 2 3 4 5 6 72
19. 宴 會 、 舞 會 中 ， 若 全 是 陌 生 人 ， 我 會
很 悶 。
1 2 3 4 5 6
73
20. 進 食 前 ， 我 不 會 細 心 查 看 食 物 是 否 衛
生 。
1 2 3 4 5 6 74
21. 對 於 能 結 交 新 朋 友 的 場 合 ， 我 都 放 過 。
1 2 3 4 5 6 75
22. 作 家 常 瑣 務 ， 是 件 煩 事 。
1 2 3 4 5 6 76
23. 男 孩 子 留 長 髮 ， 是 種 反 叛 的 表 現 。 1 2 3 4 5 6 77
24. 朋 友 們 都 認 為 我 對 中 菜 極 有 研 究 。
1 2 3 4 5 6 78
25. 街 頭 小 食 以 作 早 餐 ， 已 非 常 合 適 。 1 2 3 4 5 6 79
26. 今 天 的 人 ， 絕 大 多 數 缺 乏 規 律 。 1 2 3 4 5 6 80
27. 不 論 價 格 ， 如 拿 自 己 或 家 人 所 弄 的 食
物 ， 和 在 外 售 賣 的 比 較 ， 我 喜 歡 前 者 。
1 2 3 4 5 6
card(3)
5
28. 我 討 厭 男 性 用 香 水 化 粧 品 。
1 2 3 4 5 6 6
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29. 我 不 喜 歡 郊 外 遠 足 。
1 2 3 4 5 6 7
30.
街 邊 販 賣 的 現 成 食 品 ， 絕 不 衛 生 。
1 2 3 4 5 6 8
31. 在 小 店 內 購 物 ， 價 錢 無 論 高 低 ， 我 都
討 價 還 價 。
1 2 3 4 5 6 9
32. 已 婚 女 性 ， 不 應 在 外 工 作 。
1 2 3 4 5 6 10
33. 清 燉 的 食 物 ， 非 如 想 象 般 有 益 。
1 2 3 4 5 6 11
34. 我 喜 歡 喝 啤 酒 。
1 2 3 4 5 6 12
35. 朋 友 們 常 來 詢 問 我 一 些 關 於 商 品 牌 子
的 資 料 。
1 2 3 4 5 6 13
36. 香 港 人 花 錢 比 他 們 應 花 的 多 。
1 2 3 4 5 6 14
37. 我 經 常 加 入 服 務 團 （ 型 式 不 限 ） 。
1 2 3 4 5 6 15
38. 我 通 常 都 比 朋 友 們 早 點 兒 試 新 牌 子 。
1 2 3 4 5 6 16
39. 生 冷 的 東 西 ， 對 人 體 有 益 。
1 2 3 4 5 6 17











40. 我 的 生 活 相 當 固 定 死 板 。
1 2 3 4 5 6
18
41. 我 經 常 都 會 試 試 最 新 的 流 行 髮 型 。 1 2 3 4 5 6 19
42. 我 經 常 都 會 表 達 對 飲 食 之 道 的 意 見 。
1 2 3 4 5 6
20
43. 我 認 為 香 港 生 活 非 常 刺 激 。
1 2 3 4 5 6 21
44. 我 在 外 間 餐 館 進 食 ， 比 在 家 裡 還 多 。
1 2 3 4 5 6 22
45. 我 喜 歡 新 試 菜 式 。
1 2 3 4 5 6 23
46. 在 外 吃 飯 ， 我 只 愛 吃 某 幾 款 的 菜 式 。
1 2 3 4 5 6 24
47. 我 喜 歡 在 大 牌 檔 買 食 物 。
1 2 3 4 5 6 25
48. 食 只 是 日 常 例 行 之 事 ， 絕 非 樂 事 。 1 2 3 4 5 6 26
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49. 與 朋 友 在 外 吃 飯 ， 多 數 是 我 點 菜 。
1 2 3 4 5 6 27
50. 我 喜 歡 介 紹 朋 友 試 新 菜 式 。
1 2 3 4 5 6
28
51. 吃 美 味 可 口 之 食 物 ， 實 人 生 一 大 樂 事 。
1 2 3 4 5 6 29
52.
蔬 菜 比 肉 類 ， 對 健 康 更 有 益 。 1 2 3 4 5 6 30
53. 現 代 女 性 化 妝 太 濃 。
1 2 3 4 5 6 31
54. 中 國 人 吃 得 太 多 。
1 2 3 4 5 6 32
55. 我 喜 愛 西 洋 流 行 音 樂 。
1 2 3 4 5 6 33
56. 我 家 收 入 ， 已 能 滿 足 家 中 各 人 的 主 要
慾 望 。
1 2 3 4 5 6 34
57. 假 如 你 一 星 期 花 上 了 七 小 時 觀 看 電 視
， 你 已 是 浪 費 時 間 了 。
1 2 3 4 5 6 35
58. 我 喜 歡 學 煮 新 菜 式 。
1 2 3 4 5 6 36
59. 每 當 在 餐 館 內 點 菜 ， 我 都 詳 細 翻 看 餐 牌 一 遍 。
123456
37
60. 食 物 之 氣 味 ， 大 大 影 響 我 的 胃 口 。
1 2 3 4 5 6 38
61.
我 通 常 都 能 影 嚮 家 中 的 食 譜 。
1 2 3 4 5 6 39
62. 出 外 吃 飯 ， 我 常 選 擇 那 些 較 廉 宜 的 。
1 2 3 4 5 6 40
63. 魚 類 比 豬 肉 ， 對 健 康 更 有 益 。 1 2 3 4 5 6 41
64. 年 青 人 在 外 （ 不 留 在 家 中 ） 的 時 間 太
多 。
1 2 3 4 5 6 42
65. 最 好 的 廚 子 都 是 男 廚 子 。
1 2 3 4 5 6 43
66. 我 很 少 試 新 餐 館 。
1 2 3 4 5 6 44
67. 我 覺 得 自 己 辦 事 比 得 上 人 家 ， 或 更 好 。 1 2 3 4 5 6
45
68. 我 非 常 喜 歡 和 友 人 在 餐 館 中 進 膳 。
1 2 3 4 5 6 46
69. 我 喜 歡 烹 飪 。 1 2 3 4 5 6 47
70. 我 希 望 能 有 一 年 的 時 間 ， 到 外 地 逛 逛 。
1 2 3 4 5 6 48
71. 西 餐 總 不 及 中 餐 。
1 2 3 4 5 6 49
72. 我 很 留 意 自 己 的 消 費 。 1 2 3 4 5 6
50
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73. 一 般 而 言 ， 中 國 餐 館 都 裝 飾 得 富 麗 堂
皇 。
1 2 3 45 6 51
74. 若 和 家 人 每 星 期 都 到 餐 館 吃 飯 一 頓 。
簡 直 多 餘
1 2 3 4 5 6
52
75. 聰 明 人 都 會 利 用 空 餘 時 間 ， 多 看 書 。
1 2 3 4 5 6 53
76. 餐 館 用 的 菜 蔬 ， 都 不 及 以 前 新 鮮
1 2 3 4 5 6
54
77. 我 認 為 我 應 須 將 收 入 的 一 大 部 ， 花 在
食 物 上 。
1 2 3 4 5 6
55
78. 我 對 社 會 公 益 的 活 動 ， 都 樂 于 參 與 。
1 2 3 4 5 6
56
79. 我 喜 觀 看 體 育 運 動 的 節 目 。
1 2 3 4 5 6 57
80. 高 尚 人 仕 對 食 物 都 很 講 究 。
1 2 3 4 5 6 58
81. 我 喜 欣 賞 藝 術 展 覽 會 。
1 2 3 4 5 6 59
82. 對 於 食 物 的 營 養 價 值 ， 我 都 不 大 理 會 。
1 2 3 4 5 6 60
83. 中 國 人 眼 中 ， 食 是 一 門 藝 術 。 1 2 3 4 5 6
61
84. 我 估 計 ， 明 年 將 會 有 更 多 錢 花 。 1 2 3 4 5 6
62
85. 食 物 之 色 素 與 其 味 道 一 樣 重 要 。 1 2 3 4 5 6 63
86. 買 東 西 時 ， 到 處 計 價 還 價 ， 可 令 你 省
回 很 多 金 錢
1 2 3 4 5 6 64
87. 我 通 常 都 看 報 紙 上 的 體 育 欄 。
1 2 3 4 5 6 65
88. 大 酒 店 內 的 餐 廳 ， 比 其 他 外 邊 的 餐 廳
， 服 務 好 □ 很 多 。
1 2 3 4 5 6 66
89. 每 一 場 合 中 ， 我 多 是 中 心 人 物 。
1 2 3 4 5 6 67
90. 為 了 更 佳 的 服 務 ， 除 了 食 物 本 身 外 ，
還 要 負 上 額 外 的 費 用 ， 似 乎 多 餘 浪 費 。
1 2 3 4 5 6 68
91. 一 地 之 文 化 ， 與 其 食 品 ， 截 然 無 關 。
1 2 3 4 5 6
69
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92. 我 樂 于 當 人 家 之 領 袖 。 1 2 3 4 5 6 70
93. 我 經 常 得 不 到 充 足 之 睡 眠 。
1 2 3 4 5 6 71
94. 中 國 人 在 進 食 時 ， 交 談 太 多 。
1 2 3 4 5 6 72
95. 進 食 時 的 周 圍 環 境 、 氣 氛 ， 絕 不 影 嚮
我 的 胃 口 。
1 2 3 4 5 6 73
96. 廣 東 菜 對 健 康 特 別 有 益 。 1 2 3 4 5 6
74
97. 我 喜 從 書 本 、 雜 誌 、 電 視 及 電 台 的 節
目 中 ， 增 廣 自 己 對 食 的 常 識 。
1 2 3 4 5 6 75
98. 我 比 別 人 更 能 自 立 。
1 2 3 4 5 6 76
99. 我 常 花 上 很 多 時 間 ， 和 朋 友 談 及 新 的
商 品 及 牌 子 。
1 2 3 4 5 6 77
100. 我 喜 愛 欣 賞 音 樂 會 。 1 2 3 4 5 6 78
第 四 節 第 九 頁
這 節 其 實 是 第 二 節 的 繼 續 。 即 是 ： 主 菜 已 定 了 ， 如 何 選
擇 配 湯 。 作 答 法 和 第 二 節 完 全 一 樣 。
表 格 （ 三 ）
九 款 湯 為
1 雞 蓉 粟 米 羹
2 西 菜 陳 腎 湯
3 八 珍 荳 腐 湯
4 白 果 豬 肚 湯
5 蕃 茄 牛 肉 湯
6 雙 丸 湯
7 八 寶 冬 瓜 盎
8 魚 頭 上 湯
9 鳳 足 燉 北 菰
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設 定 一 ： 主 菜 已 安 排 為 茄 汁 燴 蝦 碌 。 根 據 喜 愛 ， 九 款 配





9 7 6 5 3 2
1 8 4
card(4) 5 6 7 8 9 10 11
12 13




3 9 6 5 2 1 8 4
14 15 16 17 18 19
20 21 22
設 定 三 ： 主 菜 為 羅 漢 上 素 （ 齋 菜 ） 。 配 湯 排 列 成 ：
最 喜 愛
最 不
喜 愛9 7 6
5 3 2 1 8 4




本 節 內 ， 你 會 被 問 及 一 些 有 關 個 人 的 問 題 。 我 們 想 強 調
一 下 ： 這 一 些 純 粹 是 為 了 使 我 們 更 深 入 地 了 解 這 類 問 題
對 選 擇 主 菜 配 湯 之 影 響 程 度 。 自 然 ， 這 一 切 資 料 都 絕 對
保 密 。
請 圈 出 適 當 的 答 案 （ 或 填 入 適 合 的 資 料 ） 。
card(4)
（ 一 ） 閣 下 之 職 業 繙 繹 Translation official col32
6
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（ 二 ） 籍 貫 cal 33
1
中 國 東 北 部 ： 包 括 黑 龍 江 省 、 吉 林 省 、 遼 寧 省 。
2
中 國 北 部 ： 包 括 河 北 省 、 山 西 省 、 內 蒙 古 自 治 區 、 北 京 市 、 天 津 市 。
3
中 國 東 部 ： 包 括 山 東 省 、 江 蘇 省 、 江 西 省 、 安 徽 省 、 浙 江 省 、
福 建 省 、 台 灣 省 、 上 海 市 。
4
中 國 南 中 部 ： 包 括 河 南 省 、 湖 北 省 、 湖 南 省 、 廣 東 省 、 廣 西 壯 族
自 治 區 。
5
中 國 西 南 部 ： 包 括 四 川 省 、 貴 州 省 、 雲 南 省 、 西 藏 自 治 區 。
6
中 國 西 北 部 ： 包 括 陝 西 省 、 甘 肅 省 、 青 海 省 、 寧 夏 回 族 自 治 區 、
新 疆 維 吾 爾 自 治 區 。
（ 三 ） 教 育 程 度 cal 34
1
不 大 識 字
2 小 學 或 以 下
3 中 學 （ 至 中 七 ） 或 以 下
4 大 專 或 以 上
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（ 三 ） 家 庭 一 月 總 收 入 cal 35
1 $ 500 或 以 下
2











8 $ 5001 或 以 上
（ 四 ） 有 多 少 家 人 是 靠 以 上 收 入 維 持 生 活 ？ （ 包 括 賺 錢 者 ）
8 人
36-37




（六） 閣 下 之 年 齡 cal 40
1 15 - 20
2
21 - 25
3 26 - 30
4 31 - 35
5 36 - 40
6
41 - 50
7 51 - 60
8 61 或 以 上
（七） 婚 姻 形 況 cal 41
1 已 婚
2 未 婚









（九 你 有 百 分 之 幾 的 時 候 是 以 中 菜 作 晚 餐 ？
cal 43
1 0 - 30%
2 31 - 50%




你 是 否 經 常 親 自 下 廚 ？
cal 44
1 絕 不 （ 比 一 年 一 次 還 少 ）
2 很 少 （ 大 概 一 月 一 次 ）
3 間 中 （ 大 概 一 星 期 一 次 ）
4 經 常 （ 大 概 一 日 一 次 ）
再 次 多 謝 閣 下 之 合 作 。
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APPENDIX B: AN ENGLISH VERSION OF THE QUESTIONNAIRE
SECTION 1 PREFERENCE CHOICE FOR 45 FOOD-COMBINATIONS
Imagine that you and a group of frinds are at a restaurant for a
Chinese dinner You have been asked to select a main disk and a
soup of your preference to go along with rice for the dinner
Assume that oll dishes are equolly well prepared by this restaurant.
prices for eachh dish are the some (or that price is of on concerr
to you), and you are the first to order so that no other dishes
have yet been selected. Further imagine that the menu contain only
forty-five (45) main dish-soup combinations See Exhibit I on next
page.Each combination is uritten in one of the 45 cards given to
you. Tlease take these main-dish-soup combinations and place them
in 9 separate piles: the first pile contains the 3 combinations
which you prefer the most. the second pile the 4 combination you
prefer the next, and so on until you have placedd all 45 combina-
tions into 9 piles. each pile being of the size requested i.e.
Pile 1 3 combinations
Pile 2 4 combinations
5 combinationsPile 3
Pile 4 6 combinations
9 combinationsPile 5
Pile 6 6 combinations
5 combinationsPile 7
4 combinationsPile 8
Pile 9 3 combinations




Respose Form A- record the idertificotiom numbers of each
combination in the appropriate file








Least preferred Pile 9
Please check thar you have not recorded a combination of main dish and
soup in more than one pile
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(XHJBJT 1- TH mNU
Main Dishes
(1) salted chicken
(2)Bnaised duck with vegetables
(3) Steam ganoupa
(4)Fnied beef with oysten sauce
(5) Fnied pnawns with tomato sauce
Soups
(1) Sweet conn and minced chicken soup
(2) Waten cness and duckgiyyand soup
(3) Bean-cund and chop suey soup
(4) Soup with pig s stomach and gingko
(5) Fnesh tomato and beef soup
(6) Soup with meat ball (fish meat and beef)
(7) Doule-boiled assonted meat in wdole melon
(8) Soup with fish head(9) Double-boiled chicken feet and mushnoom soup
SCTJON 2:PRFRNC CHOJC FOR SOUPS CONDJTJCND By mAJN-DJSHS
FOn this section ,we would like you to annange nine (9) soups fnom most
to least pnefenned assiming you liave alneady ondened the main dish.Thus,
you will do this annanging 7 times, one fon each main dish you might have
ondened. The nine soups one identified by the rumbers 1 thnough?,and
ane wnitten at the top of Response Fonm B.
Recond youn pnefenences on Response Fonm B.
Response Fonm
neconed the numben identifying
the soups pnom most to least
pnepenned pon each main dish
(1) Sweet conn and minced chicken soup
Waten cness and duckgiyyand soup
(3)Bean-cund and chop sueu soup
(4)Soup with pig's stomach and gingko
(5)Fnesh tomato and beef soup
(6)Soup with meat balls (fish meat and beef)
(7)Double-boiled assonted meat in wdole melon
(8)Soup with fish head
(9)Double-boiled chicken feet and mushnoom soup












SECTJON 3:NCTJVJTJES,JNTERESTS ANO OPJNJONS
Jn this acction thene ane a numben of atatcmento about activitieo, inteneot
and opinions . Fon each statement liated, we uould like to know to what
extent you ognee on disagnee to the statment
Follouuing each statement ane six rumbens fnom 1 to 6. Then highen the
rumben, the mone you tend to diragnee to the statement. The lowen the
rumben the mone you tend to agnee to the statement. The rumbens 1 to 6
may be descnibed as followas:
definitely agnee to the statement.
genenaly agnee to the statement.
modenately agnee to the statement.
modenately disagnee to the statement.
genenally disagnee to the statement.
definitely disagnee to the staatement.
Fon each statement, please cincle the rumben uhich you feel best descnibes
you feeling about the statement.
Definitely Definitely
agnee disagnee
1 2 3 4 51.It is urhealthy to work more 6
than 7 houns a day.
Things just don't taste night if 1 2 3 4 5 6
they come out of a can
3. I wish I had a lot mone money 1 2 3 4 5 6
4.Thene is too much emphasia on 1 2 3 4 5 6
Sex today.
5. I am uncomfontable when our 1 2 3 4 5 6
flat is not completely clean




7. My friends and neighbours often 1 2 3 4 5 6
come to me for advice.
8. Only uhen you become keen in 1 2 3 4 5 6
eating can you enjoy life
thoroughly.
9. Old people are the best cooks. 1 2 3 4 5 6
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10. I wkuld rathen apend a auiet cvening 1 2 3 4 5 6
at home than go out to a panty
11. I thououghly enjoy. convensations 1 2 3 4 5 6
about sports.
12 I like to thy new and diffeneent 1 2 3 4 5 6
13. I have tasted a wide ranrge of 1 2 3 4 5 6
food typical of vaniows pnovinces
14. Smoking and dninking lihuon are 1 2 3 4 5 6
not hanmfut to health
15. Evenyone should krow and try to 1 2 3 4 5 6
consume the mininum daily vitamin
neguinement fon adults
16. I enioy staying at home and 1 2 3 4 5 6
watching T.V.
17. Chinese nestaunants change too 1 2 3 4 5 6
much fon the guality of thein
food.
18. When I must choose between the 1 2 3 4 5 6
two I usually dress fon fashion
not fon comfont.
19. I feel uneasy in a party when I 1 2 3 4 5 6
don't know anybody.
20. One thing I veven do is to check 1 2 3 4 5 6
whethen the food I eat is hygienic
21. I avoid occasions where I could 1 2 3 4 5 6
meet a lot of nww people
22. I must admit I neally, don't like 1 2 3 4 5 6
household chores
23. Long hair on boys is a sign of 1 2 3 4 5 6
nebellion against cunnent valres
24. My friends considenr me guite 1 2 3 4 5 6
knowledgeable about Chinese
cooking.
25. Just a snack in the stneet is good enoughfon bneakfast. 1 2 3 4 5 6
good enough fon breakfast




1 2 3 4 5 627, Fongetting about the cost,
still pnefcn sclf-pnepaned
food to outside-senved food
1 2 3 4 5 628. J don't like men using
penfume.
1 2 ,3 4 5 6
29. J don't like picnicking
1 2 3 5 630.J pimd myself checking the
pnices in the gnoceny stone
even fon small items .
1 2 3 4 5 631. ating food ought from stneet
dangcnous to health.
1 2 3 4 5 632.Mannied womer should not wonl
1 2 3 5 633. Double-boiled Pood is not as
healthy as J had expected.
1 2 3 4 5 634. J like been.
1 2 3 4 5 635. People come to me mone often
thanJ gotothemponinponm-ationaboutbnands.
1 2 3 4. 5 636. Most people in Hongkong ane
pending mone money than
they should.y
1. 2 3 4 5 637. J often join senvice onganisa-
tions.
1 2 3 4 5 638.J often try new bnands befone
my fniends and neighbouns do.
1 2 3 4 5 6
39, Cold, unboiled food is good
fon one's health.
1 2 3 4 5 640. My day always pollows a
definite noutine,such as
eating meals at a negulan
time, etc.
1 2 3 4 5 641. J often try the latest hain
1 2 3 4 5 6
42. J often expeness my opinions
abvu food.
1 2 3 4 5 643. J find life in Hongkong
1 2 3 4 5 644. Jeat mone in a nestauncnt
than in my house.
1 2 3 4 5 645. J like tnying ncw food instead
of sticking to the few usual
ypes.
1 2 3 4 5 646.When J go out to eat J usually
eat the same dishes.
47. J don't like to buy food at hawken stalls. 1 2 3 5 6
hawken stalls
1 2 3 4 5 6g is mone of a chone than48.atin
a pleasune.
1 2 3 4 5 649.When J am at a nestaunant,
J usually do the ondenuing.
1 2 3 4 5 650. J like to in luence my friends
tothenewfood.
1 2 3 4 5 651.ating delicious food is the
gneatest enjoyment in life.
1 2 3 4 5 652. Vegetables and betten fon
youn health than meat is.
days.53.Women wean too much make-up these 1 2 3 4 5 6
1 2 3 4 5 654.Chinese eat too much
1 2 3 4 5 655.Westenn pop music appeals to me.
1 2 3 4 5 656.Oun familu income is high enough
to satispy necunly aU oun desines.
57.Spending mone than 7 houns a week 1 2 3 4 5 6
on TV is simply a waste of time.
1 2 3 4 5 658.J like to leann about and
penpane new food.
1 2 3 4 5 659.J always study the menu very
canefully befone ondening in
a nestcunant.
1 2 3 4 5 660.The smell of food affects my
appetite significantly.
61.J am one who has oneat influ- 1 2 3 4 5 6
cnce on what my family eat
fon thein meals.
1 2 3 4 5 662.When eating outside, J often
seanch fon the sour-pniced items.
63.It is betten fon youn health 1 2 3 4 5 6
to eat fish nathen than pork.
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1 2 3 4 5 664. Most young people spend too mach.
time outside of thein homes
1 2 3 4 5 665. The best cooks are men.
1 2 3 4 5 6
66. I seldom thy new restaunants
1 2 3 4 5 6
67. I feel I can do things as well
as on betten than most peopoe
1 2 3 4 5 668. I ofetn find it a pleasune to
have a meal with my friends in
a nestaunant.
1 2 3 4 5 660. I love to cook.
1 2 3 4 5 670.I'd like to spend a yean in
foneign places.
1 2 3 4 5 6
71.Westenn food is not as good
as Chinese food.
1 2 3 4 5 672.I am veny concenned with the
money I spend.
1 2 3 4 5 6
73. Chinese restaunants are very
weel deconated.
1 2 3 4 5 674. I thirk it is a bone to have
meals with the whole family in
a nestaunant once a week
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1 2 3 4 5 6
75. Intelligent people use fnee
time to read.
1 2 3 4 5 676Restaunants don't use as many
fnesh vegetables nowadays as
they used to do.
1 2 3 4 5 6impontant to
spend a lange pontion of my
income on eating.
1 2 3 4 5 6
78.I like to work on community.
pnojects.
1 2 3 4 5 6
79. I enjoy watching sponting events.
1 2 3 4 5 680.High class people usually have
a keen knowledge about eating.
1 2 3 4 5 681.I enjoy going thnough an art
1 2 3 4 5 682.I nven care about the nutni-
tional value of the food I eat
1 2 3 4 5 6
83. To the Chiese eathing is an are-
1 2 3 4 5 6
84. I will pnobably have mone money
to spend next yean than I have
now.
77. I think it is
yelleny.
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85. The colun of food is just as
impontant as its taste.
1 2 3 4 5 6
86.A penson can save a lot of money
by shopping anound fon bangoing.
1 2 3 4 5 6
87.J usually nead the sponts page
in the daily papen.
1 2 3 4 5 6
88.Senvice at Hotel nestaunants
is betten than at other restau-
nants.
1 2 3 4 5 6
89.J am usually the centen of
attention in a gnoup.
1 2 3 4 5 6
90.The exena money spent on
acauining a well senved
meal is wasted money.
1 2 3 4 5 6
91.The cultune of a countny is
to a lange extend independent
of its food and eating style.
1 2 3 4 5 6
92.J like to be consideded a leaden 1 2 3 4 5 6
93.J often do not get enough sleep. 1 2 3 4 5 6
94.Chinese talk too much while
eating.
1 2 3 4 5 6
95.The atmosphene of a dining
place neven affects my
appetite.
1 2 3 4 5 6
96.Cantonese food makes one very
healthy.
1 2 3 4 5 6
97.J like getting to know mone
about eating thnough book,
magagines, TV and nadio
pnognams.
1 2 3 4 5 6
98.J am mone tndependent than
most people.
1 2 3 4 5 6
99. J spend a lot of time talking
with my friends about products
and brands.
1 2 3 4 5 6
100. J enjoy going to concents. 1 2 3 4 5 6
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SEEION 4: CLNSSIFCATION DATA
In this section you will be asked to fill in some dcmognaphic and
socioeconomic infonmaation. This is solely fon classification pun-
poses and will be kept stnictly confidentiel.
1) Occupation.
2) place of onigin.
1. Nontheastenn China: includes Heilungkiang, kinin
Liaoning
2. Nothenn China : includes H epei, Inner Mongolia, Peking,
Shansi, Tientsin
3. Easttenn China: includes Anhwoei, Chckiang, Fukien
Kiangsi, Kiangsu, Shanghai, Shantung, Taiwan
4. Centnal Southenn China: includes Honan, Hupei, Hunon,
Kwangtung, Kwangsi-chuang
5. Southwestenn China: inclwes Kwichow, Sgechwan, Tibet
yurran




3. Secondany(up to F . 7)
4. Post- secondany on abov
1. IUitenate
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4) Monthly family income:
1. below $500
2. $ 501 - 1000
3. $ 1001 - 1500
4. $ 1501 - 2000
5. $ 2001 - 3000
6. $ 3001 - 4000
7. $ 4001 - 5000
8. $ 5001- above
5) Numben of family membens supponted by the above income:
6) Numben of these family membens who are above 18:
7). Age.
1 15 - 20
2 21 - 15
3 26 - 30
4 31 - 35
5 36 - 40
6 41 - 50
7 51 - 60












11) Do you often cook by yourself?
1 never (less than once a year)
2 seldom (about once a month)
3 sometimes (about once a week)
4 often (about once a day)
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1商 品 組 合 對 消 費 者 的 效 用 ｜ 梁 錦 □
格 蘭 補 充 性 模 型 之 研 究
這 是 一 個 富 有 學 術 探 討 性 的 研 究 。 因 為 研 究 所 綸 及 的
模 型 ， 尚 在 初 步 發 展 階 段 中 ， 所 以 研 究 所 論 及 ， 局 限 於 下
列 兩 點 ： （ 一 ） 模 型 之 可 行 性 、 （ 二 ） 模 型 在 運 用 時 所 呈 現 之 特 性
。 現 將 此 項 研 究 ， 分 以 下 七 節 概 述 。
一 、 商 品 組 合 對 消 費 者 之 效 用
當 數 件 商 品 併 成 一 組 合 ， 此 一 組 合 對 消 費 者 的 效 用 往
往 不 等 於 其 成 份 商 品 的 效 用 總 和 ， 兩 者 之 差 別 有 時 甚 大 。
這 種 現 象 ， 在 日 常 經 驗 中 不 難 遇 到 。 例 如 食 物 之 配 搭 ， 衣
2著 之 組 合 ， 都 經 常 出 現 上 述 現 象 。
追 究 其 原 因 ， 在 於 商 品 組 合 時 會 產 生 所 謂 補 充 性 效 用
， 其 中 有 以 下 三 種 不 同 情 形 ：
㈠ 商 品 組 合 的 效 用 較 各 商 品 效 用 之 總 和 為 大 ， 此 稱 為
正 補 充 性 效 用 。
㈡ 商 品 組 合 的 效 果 較 各 商 品 效 用 之 總 和 為 小 ， 此 稱 為
負 補 充 性 效 用 。
㈢ 商 品 組 合 的 效 用 等 於 各 商 品 效 用 之 總 和 ， 此 稱 為 無
補 充 性 效 用 。
3二 、 商 品 組 合 之 兩 類 模 型
商 品 組 合 之 模 型 ， 有 顧 及 補 充 性 效 用 者 ， 亦 有 不 顧 及
者 。 後 一 類 模 型 自 較 簡 單 ； 前 者 雖 然 準 繩 ， 但 因 顧 慮 多 ，
故 程 序 甚 為 複 雜 ， 難 于 處 理 。 本 文 對 於 後 一 模 型 先 作 簡 單
介 紹 ， 然 後 再 將 其 轉 變 成 為 前 一 模 型 。 轉 變 後 的 模 型 ， □
為 本 研 究 所 討 論 的 格 蘭 補 充 性 模 型 。 此 一 模 型 為 美 國 一 位
享 譽 甚 隆 的 學 者 格 蘭 教 授
(PROFESSOR PAUL E GREEN) 於 一 九 七 四 年
後 期 所 提 出 ， 雖 然 涉 及 補 充 性 效 用 ， 但 因 經 過 避 重 就 輕 的
簡 化 ， 故 運 用 程 序 尚 非 過 於 繁 複 。
不 顧 及 補 充 性 效 用 的 模 型 ， 可 分 為 二 類 ： （ 一 ） 相 加 性 的
4(ARDITIVE) 及 ㈡ 相 乘 性 的 (MULTIPLICATIVE)
㈠ 相 加 性 模 型 假 設 ： 商 品 組 合 之 效 用 等 於 各 成 份 效 用
之 總 和 。
㈡ 相 乘 性 模 型 假 設 ： 組 合 之 效 用 等 於 各 成 份 效 用 之 乘
積 。
雖 然 二 者 的 數 學 形 式 不 同 ， 但 理 論 實 同 出 一 轍 。 其 理
由 是 ： 相 加 的 數 學 形 式 ， 可 運 用 對 數 轉 變 函 數 (LOGARITHMIC
TRANSFORMATION FUNCTION) 將 其 轉 變 為 相 乘 的 數 學 形 式 。 雖 然 兩 個 模
型 所 根 據 之 理 論 相 同 ， 但 形 式 不 同 ， 其 特 點 亦 有 分 別 。 相
加 性 模 型 重 點 在 表 明 補 充 性 效 用 存 在 與 否 ， 研 究 者 在 分 析
5所 得 的 圖 則 中 ， 可 清 楚 分 辨 補 充 性 效 用 存 在 與 否 。 相 乘 性
模 型 的 重 點 則 在 尋 找 效 用 的 因 素 ， 在 分 析 所 得 的 圖 則 中 ，
平 面 的 直 軸 與 橫 軸 都 代 表 尋 找 出 來 的 因 素 。 每 件 成 份 商 品
在 圖 中 為 一 二 元 向 量 ， 其 位 置 代 表 了 消 費 者 從 二 種 不 同 角
度 下 ｜ 因 素 一 及 因 素 二 對 這 件 商 品 的 評 價 。 而 兩 件 商 品
組 合 後 的 總 效 用 ， 可 由 有 關 的 兩 個 向 量 之 純 數 乘 積 計 算 出
來 。
上 述 相 加 性 及 相 乘 性 模 型 ， 為 格 蘭 補 充 性 模 型 的 基 礎
。 此 一 補 充 性 模 型 所 提 出 的 分 析 過 程 ， 可 分 為 三 個 階 段 ：
第 一 階 段 ： 研 究 者 將 調 查 顧 客 所 得 的 資 料 ， 用 相 加 性
6模 型 予 以 分 析 ， 判 定 補 充 性 效 用 是 否 存 在 。
第 二 階 段 ： 如 補 充 性 效 用 存 在 ， 則 運 用 直 線 模 型 (Linear
Model in Statistics) 抽 取 補 充 性 效 用 的 量 值 。
第 三 階 段 ： 運 用 相 乘 性 模 型 的 理 論 ， 將 補 充 性 效 用 分
析 成 二 元 向 量 。 研 究 者 可 根 據 各 商 品 的 向 量 位 置 ， 推 測 直
軸 與 橫 軸 所 包 含 之 意 義 。 例 如 在 研 究 衣 著 配 合 中 ， 圈 中 各
向 量 的 位 置 暗 示 直 軸 代 表 衣 服 的 純 色 素 ， 橫 軸 代 表 衣 服 的
耐 用 性 。
美 國 市 場 研 究 的 兩 位 學 者 ， 格 蘭 教 授
(Professor Paul E. Green)
及 戴 偉 達 博 士 (Dr. Devta) ， 提 到 上 述 補 充 性 模 型 ， 並 在 美 國
7賓 州 進 行 一 個 小 規 模 的 研 究 ， 藉 以 了 解 模 型 的 特 性 。 他 們
所 得 的 結 果 有 四 ：
㈠ 從 所 得 的 資 料 ， 發 覺 很 少 顧 客 產 生 補 充 性 效 用 ， 這
點 實 在 出 乎 意 外 。
㈡ 在 產 生 補 充 性 效 用 的 少 數 顧 客 中 ， 有 關 效 用 的 度 量
也 很 小 。
㈢ 模 型 所 用 的 抽 取 補 充 性 效 用 的 方 法 ， 相 當 理 想 。
㈣ 模 型 對 於 了 解 補 充 式 效 用 的 成 因 ， 有 相 當 貢 獻 。
三 、 研 究 的 六 項 目 標
8上 述 調 查 所 得 ， 可 以 說 相 當 令 人 滿 意 。 但 調 查 範 圍 畢
竟 狹 窄 ， 本 文 作 者 試 圖 將 調 查 範 圍 擴 大 ， 繼 續 研 究 補 充 性
模 型 的 特 點 。 本 論 文 所 提 出 的 問 題 ， 共 有 六 個 ：
㈠ 相 加 性 模 型 究 否 足 夠 分 析 商 品 組 合 之 效 用 ？
㈡ 補 充 性 效 用 究 有 多 大 影 嚮 ？ 它 可 以 解 釋 反 應 變 數 (Re-
Sponse Vaniable 的 變 異 (Variance) 至 若 何 程 度 ？
㈢ 一 個 顧 客 所 產 生 的 補 充 性 效 用 ， 其 大 小 與 其 日 常 活
動 、 生 活 興 趣 、 以 及 個 人 見 解 有 何 關 係 ？
㈣ 一 個 顧 客 對 一 項 商 品 組 合 所 具 有 的 補 充 性 效 用 ， 與
其 對 組 合 之 總 效 用 是 否 一 致 ？
9㈤ 上 述 二 者 之 相 同 與 否 ， 與 顧 客 日 常 活 動 、 生 活 興 趣
、 以 及 個 人 見 解 有 無 關 連 ？
㈥ 如 顧 客 對 一 項 商 品 組 合 的 效 用 及 補 充 性 效 用 大 致 相
似 時 ， 我 們 如 何 利 用 適 當 資 料 ， 藉 以 推 測 新 商 品 的 補 充 性
效 用 ？
四 、 研 究 方 法
作 者 所 採 用 的 是 問 卷 調 查 方 法 。 回 答 問 卷 者 共 七 十 八
人 ， 大 多 數 為 大 學 生 。 問 卷 計 分 四 部 份 ：
第 一 部 份 ： 首 先 研 究 者 選 出 五 道 主 菜 及 九 道 配 湯 ， 配
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合 而 成 四 十 五 種 不 同 的 食 物 組 合 。 答 卷 者 根 據 研 究 者 的 規
則 及 自 身 愛 好 ， 將 這 四 十 五 種 組 合 分 成 九 堆 。 因 此 ， 研 究
者 可 以 從 中 得 悉 答 卷 人 對 各 配 合 之 喜 愛 程 度 。
　 　 第 二 部 份 ： 研 究 者 再 加 選 二 道 主 菜 ， 連 同 以 前 之 五 道
， 共 成 七 道 主 菜 。 答 卷 者 先 假 設 自 己 選 定 其 中 一 道 主 菜 。
然 後 評 選 九 道 配 湯 ， 將 之 分 成 九 級 ； 又 假 定 第 二 道 主 菜 ，
如 此 類 推 。 前 後 對 九 個 配 湯 ， 評 選 七 次 ， 每 次 假 定 不 同 的
主 菜 。
　 　 第 三 部 份 ： 作 答 者 須 對 一 百 條 問 題 作 出 反 應 ， 表 示 贊
成 與 否 。 由 極 贊 成 至 極 反 對 ， 反 應 共 分 六 級 。 此 一 百 條 問
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題 涉 及 範 圍 很 廣 ： 關 於 食 物 者 約 佔 一 半 ， 其 餘 包 括 生 活 興
趣 、 個 人 見 解 、 以 及 日 常 活 動 。 這 一 部 份 的 目 的 在 了 解 作
答 者 的 生 活 細 節 ， 由 此 分 析 食 物 組 合 對 其 效 用 。
第 四 部 份 ： 研 究 者 查 詢 作 答 人 的 個 人 資 料 ， 如 年 齡 、
職 業 、 性 別 等 。 目 的 與 第 三 部 份 同 。
五 、 資 料 分 析
分 析 分 三 層 次 ： ㈠ 個 人 層 次 、 ㈡ 小 組 層 次 、 ㈢ 整 個 樣
本 層 次 。
㈠ 個 人 層 次
首 先 根 據 補 充 性 模 型 所 提 出 的 辦 法 ， 作 出 下 列 個 人 分
析 ：
甲 、 將 第 一 部 份 所 得 資 料 ， 首 先 運 用 相 加 性 模 型 求
出 各 組 合 成 份 的 個 別 效 用 ， 繼 而 判 定 補 充 性 效 用 是 否 存 在
。 此 外 ， 並 計 算 相 加 缺 數 。 如 此 數 愈 大 ， 則 相 加 性 模 型 愈
不 適 合 。
乙 、 補 乩 性 效 用 無 論 大 小 ， 通 通 抽 出 。
丙 、 將 補 充 性 效 用 分 析 成 二 元 向 量 ， 求 得 補 充 性 放
(COMPLEMENTARITY SPACE)
丁 、 再 次 運 用 相 乘 性 模 型 ， 將 問 卷 第 二 部 份 所 得 的
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配 湯 資 料 ， 分 析 成 二 元 向 量 ， 求 得 總 效 用 空 間 (DIRECT SPACE
OR OVERALL PREFERENCE SPACE)
戊 、 比 較 上 述 二 個 空 間 ， 並 計 算 其 相 連 數 ， 以 顯 示
此 二 空 間 的 相 似 程 度 。
㈡ 小 組 層 次
首 先 ， 根 據 作 答 者 在 第 三 部 份 所 發 表 的 見 解 、 興 趣 及
活 動 ， 將 整 個 樣 本 （ 七 十 八 人 ） 分 成 四 組 。 然 後 作 出 以 下 三 項
分 析 ：
甲 、 將 各 組 的 相 加 缺 數 作 一 比 較 。
乙 、 將 各 組 的 相 連 數 作 一 比 較 。
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丙 、 將 各 組 補 充 性 效 用 所 能 解 釋 的 反 應 變 數 變 異 百
分 比 ， 作 一 比 較 。
㈢ 樣 本 層 次
將 全 樣 本 的 補 充 性 效 用 所 能 解 釋 的 反 應 變 數 變 異 百 分
比 ， 加 以 計 算 ， 然 後 再 與 各 小 組 的 有 關 百 分 比 作 一 比 較 。
六 、 分 析 結 果
根 據 以 上 分 析 ， 本 論 文 所 提 出 的 六 項 目 標 已 一 一 解 答
， 其 結 果 概 述 如 下 ：
㈠ 和 賓 州 的 調 查 比 較 ， 本 文 的 研 究 發 掘 了 較 大 的 補 充
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性 效 用 ， 顯 示 補 充 性 模 型 的 必 要 。
㈡ 如 以 補 充 性 效 用 空 間 估 計 總 效 用 空 間 ， 則 結 果 相 當
令 人 失 望 。 換 句 話 說 ： 一 位 顧 客 的 補 充 性 效 用 與 其 組 合 效
用 並 不 相 同 。 因 此 ， 補 充 性 模 型 所 抽 出 的 補 充 性 效 用 ， 只
能 提 供 補 充 性 效 用 的 成 因 ， 而 不 能 用 以 推 測 組 合 的 總 效 用
。
㈢ 研 究 者 不 能 從 作 答 者 的 生 活 興 趣 、 個 人 見 解 、 以 及
日 常 活 動 中 ， 找 出 其 對 相 加 缺 數 及 相 連 數 的 影 嚮 。
七 、 總 結
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格 蘭 的 補 充 性 模 型 ， 在 市 坊 研 究 中 有 其 實 在 的 需 要 ，
此 點 已 由 本 研 究 所 求 得 的 顯 著 補 充 性 效 用 證 實 。 此 一 模 型
告 訴 我 們 如 何 處 理 序 數 性 的 反 應 變 數 (ORDINAL RESPONSE VARIABLE)
， 如 何 從 中 抽 出 補 充 性 效 用 ， 以 及 如 何 分 析 其 成 因 。 但 模
型 適 合 與 否 ， 須 視 顧 客 對 商 品 效 用 的 穩 定 性 及 符 合 性 而 定
， 兩 者 缺 一 不 可 。 此 一 模 型 只 有 效 於 抽 取 及 分 析 補 充 性 效
用 ， 而 不 能 用 作 預 測 商 品 組 合 的 總 效 用 。


